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President’s Column
By Bill Rich
FUTURE DIRECTIO OF PAMPA
PAMPA was initially started as an organization for competition
fliers, and over the years it has grown to include a number of
members who don’t compete at the National level but certainly
do so at the local level.
Some just enjoy the non-competitive aspects of our hobby. I
had a long conversation with one of our District Directors
regarding the future direction of PAMPA. I asked him, “What
direction to you want PAMPA to go in? Should Stunt ews be
concentrating on building and finishing skills or the competitive
aspects of PAMPA?” Competitive aspects would include all
competitive activities, not just our Nats. A small percentage of
our members compete at the Nats; a much larger percentage
competes at the local and regional level.
Of course, nothing was decided, but the Director and I did
come to the understanding that we needed the membership to
give us feedback on what direction PAMPA should take, or, if
they were happy with our current direction as evidenced by the
content of Stunt ews issues.
I realize the leap of faith I’m taking in asking for feedback.
This will require some action on your part. Let’s be honest here;
this is a hard group to gather feedback from. Without meaningful
feedback we will have to rely on the EC, as your elected
representatives, to provide the direction for PAMPA. You can
email me with your feedback at richvalrico@aol.com. Your
individual Director’s email address can be found in Stunt ews.
Selection of ats judges for Finals
First, I want to thank Howard Rush and Paul Walker for all
their efforts to build the current computer program that has been
used for the past four Nats. Each year the program has been
tweaked as specific issues have surfaced. As the past Event
Director for the Nats, I had a chance to observe and utilize the
program. In my opinion we still have work to do in regards to
selecting judges for our finals.
I had a chance to discuss this with Paul Walker while we were
attending the F2B Team Trials. Paul would welcome any
suggestions to improve this process, as long as the parameters
used were quantifiable. I agree to a point; however, it may be
wise to give the Head Judge and Event Director some input in
the final selection—for example, giving the ED and Head Judge
the authority to move one judge based on their experience and
the results of the judges’ seeding program. I realize this is
outside of the quantifiable area, but if kept to a minimum, it
could help in the overall goal.
The truth is that very few, if anyone not closely associated
with the program, actually understand how this program selects
the final judges. One thing is perfectly clear from reading the
forums: a lot of people have criticized the process but haven’t
given any real workable suggestions (with a couple of
exceptions).
I believe we can change the quantifiers with the goal of
ensuring even geographic distribution and reduce personal bias
as a result of having judges who are influenced by the number of
times they may or may not have judged a particular flier. This
problem is certainly not new. I believe the program has helped in
this area, but some modification seems to be in order. I have
asked the Competition Committee to look into this issue and
suggest some changes that would improve the selection process.
We need to keep in mind that the overall objective of our
Open Nats is to give the opportunity to all Open fliers to win the
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National
Championship,
regardless of
how they have
finished in the
past. What
really counts is
how they fly
during the
current Nats
competition.
Our most
qualified judges must be used for this purpose. I don’t want to
minimize the Advanced Championship and the unofficial events.
However, we shouldn’t let these events impact our National
Open Championship.
PAMPA Presidential Candidate
I’m pleased to report that Don McClave, a longtime PAMPA
member, has stepped up and agreed to run for the position of
PAMPA President. Don and I met during the Team Trials and
were able to discuss the position and potential direction of
PAMPA. I will give him my complete support and
wholeheartedly support his candidacy.
Gift Membership Program Extended
PAMPA will offer another Gift Membership Program for the
2012 membership year. We had 70 new members last year—30
of those were enrolled from the Gift Membership Program.
Unfortunately, we also lost 44 members last year. Noel Drindak
authored the proposal that was approved by the majority of the
EC.
The reasons for continuing the Gift Membership Program for
2012 are as follows:
1) We’re losing members and need to add new members. A
Gift Membership Program will add more members (starting it at
the beginning of 2012 when renewals should increase the
numbers).
2) I believe that to be successful, we need to involve our
members in growing PAMPA—the Gift Membership Program
does that.
Here is the proposal that was approved by the EC: PAMPA
will offer each paid-in-full US and International member the
opportunity to purchase one gift subscription for 2012 at half
price.
The following conditions would apply:
1) The program would run from 1 September 2011 to 29
February 2012 (the renewal season).
2) Recipients of a 2011 Gift Membership couldn’t receive (or
give) a 2012 Gift Membership.
3) The Membership Chairman will keep records of all Gift
Memberships to ensure they meet these requirements.
Please take advantage of this Gift Membership to increase the
PAMPA membership roles with people that you are currently
flying with.
Till next time, fly Stunt safely, and have some fun with our
hobby. SN

2011 PAMPA Minutes at the Nationals
Submitted by acting-Secretary Allen
Brickhaus
05:05pm: Meeting was called open by
President Bill Rich. His first discussion
was the officer selection and
nominations for the fall elections. The
following members were present for the
Executive Council meeting.
President: Bill Rich-here
Vice-President: Matthew Neumann-here
Secretary/Treasurer: Dave Gardner-not
present
Membership Chair: Noel Drindak-here
District I: William Moore-not present
District II: Buddy Weider-here
District III: Patrick Rowan-not present
District IV: Steve Fitton-here
District V: Eric Vigilone-here
District VI: Allen Brickhaus-here
District VII: John Paris was represented
by Crist Rigotti
District VIII: Don Hutchinson was
represented by Dale Gleason
District IX: Carl Shoup-not present
District X: Jim Hoffman represented by
David Fitzgerald
District XI: Bruce Hunt-here
05:18: Bill Rich discusses the new
Competition Committee and he has
volunteered to Chair the group with a
western representative (Keith Trostle), a
Midwest rep. (Frank McMillan), an east
coast rep. (Kent Tysor) and a southeast
rep. (Randy Smith). All members are
volunteers.
05:20: A discussion was held on the
need to continue or improve the PAMPA
website. Some work was initiated a few
years ago but for various reasons, the
upgrade has not been accomplished.
David Fitzgerald called an associate
who builds websites and will receive
from him a bid for the initial setup and
the annual fee for maintaining the site.
PAMPA is looking to be able to pay
dues, order items such as clothing, hats,
plans, a multitude of documents and like
items for sale on the website.
05:27: Introduction of a website support
initiative was introduced by David
Fitzgerald.
It was motioned and seconded by Jim
Hoffman’s rep. and Bruce Hunt. It states
that initiative will be on the election
ballot and a positive vote would help
sustain the new website.
“Whereas, the PAMPA website has

needed upgrading for years.
Whereas, online shopping and
membership renewal is fairly
straightforward.
Therefore, be it resolved, the
membership authorizes the creation of a
fundraising effort to pay and conduct a
professional web designer to update the
PAMPA website.
Therefore be it further resolved that
the membership authorizes the
expenditure of these funds for the
contracting, creation, and maintenance
of the website.”
05:29: The Membership report by Noel
Drindak will be printed elsewhere in
Stunt ews.
05:33: The Treasurer report by Dave
Gardner, read by Eric Vigilone will be
printed separately in this issue of Stunt
ews.
05:40: A discussion happened about the
possibility of having a fundraiser for the
FAI F2B Team to include support for the
Junior member.
No resolution(s) were forthcoming.
05:44: Executive meeting adjourned for
a brief break.
06:04pm: General meeting opened by
Vice-President Matthew Neumann
06:05: Allen Brickhaus recaps the
Executive minutes from the earlier
meeting.
06:08: Eric Vigilone rereads the
Treasury report turned in by Dave
Gardner. Some polite discussion
ensued over the report.
06:10: The Membership report was read
into the minutes by Noel Drindak.
06:14: It was motioned and seconded
that the following positions were
nominated, or are open for election.
President: (open with no nomination)
Secretary/Treasurer (nominated Jim
Vornholt)
District I: (re-nominated William Moore)
District III: (open with no nomination)
District V: (re-nominated Eric Vigilone)
District VII: (open with no
nomination)
District IX: (re-nominated Carl Shoup)
District XI: (re-nominated Bruce Hunt)

06:22: Bill Allen asked if we were to
save money by publishing five issues a
year. Comments from the Executive
committee backed up that members
purchase
Stunt ews for the information and
would be disappointed if fewer issues
were delivered a year. All were in
agreement.
The general meeting discussed the
current and proposed budget and thought
that the money was being spent
appropriately.
06:26: David Fitzgerald noted that we as
the members of PAMPA receive a
bimonthly document that is a very good
product for the money spent.
06:27: Bob Hunt asked that everyone
attempt to contribute an article or feature
at least once every two years. Thus the
pages of Stunt ews can be filled. Bob is
finding it hard to get material in the
magazine up to this date. Bob stated that
he is happy with the job; he just needs
help to fill the magazine.
06:28: Matthew Neumann explained
more about Stunt ews and insertions.
06:29: Noel Drindak expanded on his
Membership report and stated that 90%
of the subscribers took the printed
magazine option.
06:30: Bill Allen asked by he was having
difficulty receiving PAMPA products
after his order went in to CLC. Several
members commented on the problems
we had before and the difficulty to get
said items moved from one location to
the new depository.
06:33: Allen Brickhaus also commented
on the problems before and the move,
plus the fact that Jim Snelson has a full
time job, plus the hobby store and then
the addition of PAMPA products.
06:35: Jim Renkar of the Chicago area
mention that his MG club uses an outside
source for their products such as shirts,
hats, logos, etc. This completely
eliminates back stock in their
organization.
Members wanting items can simply
call direct to the outsource company and
purchase their needed products. Jim will
get that information to the committee.
06:40: Meeting adjourned. SN
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Level Laps
By Bob Hunt

“Truly, you find out about just how
close and dedicated to each other
this CL Stunt community is when
you face adversity of this sort.”
I THIS ISSUE you will find extensive coverage of the 2011
Nats. This is perhaps the most complete Nats CL Stunt coverage
published anywhere ever! Not only do we have an excellent, indepth report on the Open Nats CL Stunt event by Derek Barry,
but also outstanding coverage of the Beginner, Intermediate,
OTS, and Classic Stunt events by Allen Brickhaus, and
Advanced class coverage by Noel Drindak.
In addition to those reports, there is also a review by Matt
Colan of the Next Generation fliers who were at the Nats, and
even an overview of the electric Nats fliers and their planes and
setups by Crist Rigotti.
As if that weren’t enough, Noel Drindak has once again
compiled and organized all the pertinent technical information on
many of the ships that were at the Nats in his “We Have the
Technology” column. Noel also offers some very insightful
comments from the technical perspective. Add to all the above a
very interesting piece by PJ Rowland that chronicles his
development of a big-block-powered Gieseke Nobler, and
culminates with his use of it at the Nats this year. Oh yeah, many
of the PAMPA Directors were in attendance, and they have
written about their experiences at the Nats in their columns.
I attended and flew at this year’s Nats. It was the first time
since 2004 that I have competed at a Nats and, as the directors
have done, I’d like to share some of my experiences with you.
My grand plan for the months leading up to the Nats was to fly
my new “Second Wind” electric twin design. That ship is fitted
with E-flite retracts and E-flite Power 10 motors. I thought I had
a handle on the time it would take to finish that ship, but like
many of my projects, it took longer than expected.
Last year I had planned to fly at the Nats (2010) and had
designed and built a new, updated electric version of my old
Crossfire design which I flew at the 1987 and 1990 Nats. I had
the new “Crossfire Extreme” all the way up to base color coats in
but 28 days from the moment that I had first put pencil to paper
to design it, and then I found out that I would not be able to get
the time off from my “summer job” of being the Site Coordinator
and Rider Coach for the Pennsylvania Motorcycle Safety
Program. The man who was supposed to cover for me that week
had something come up and he could not teach those classes. The
new Crossfire was hung on the wall and all but forgotten when
the idea of flying the twin at the Nats in 2011 became the focus.
Once I realized that the twin would not be done in time for this
year’s Nats, I grabbed the Crossfire off the wall and went to work
applying the trim colors and clear coat. It actually took less than
two weeks to get the ship from base color to being ready for trim
flights. I was very happy with the new ship and especially with
the finish, considering how little time I had spent applying it. I
was stoked and excited about the test flights to come.
The first flight was just amazing. The ship flew virtually “right
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off the board” and exhibited some great traits right from the start.
There were a couple of small trim changes to be made, and I did
them before the second flight. I hit the start button for that flight
and signaled Buddy Wieder to let it go.
I fed in a bit of down elevator to allow it to ground run a bit
and at that point everything went badly. The outboard wheel pant
just exploded! A rock must have gotten stuck between the pant
opening and the wheel, and it stopped the wheel instantly. The
wheel must have twisted and forced the removable half of the
pant to detach. Whatever the case was, it was dramatic; the pant
rotated and went right through the wing! When I landed and
surveyed the damage, I found two pretty large holes in the bottom
of the wing and one smaller hole in the top of the wing. I was
devastated.
Fortunately, this is a foam-wing model, and after examining it
all closely, I determined that I could probably fix the holes well
enough not to lose too many appearance points. I was not going
to miss another Nats! It turns out that the new paint that I’m
using and its companion clear (DuPont’s Chromabase Base
Coat/Clear Coat system) made it very easy to match very closely
the surface finish of the ship. In fact, no one even knew the ship
had been damaged until I told them about it. Probably should
have just kept my big mouth shut…
I left for the Nats with but two complete patterns on the new
ship. Hardly over-practiced!
Fortunately, all the trim changes I made before leaving, and
the very few that I made during the first day of practice at the
Nats, worked extremely well and the ship felt instantly like an old
and trusted friend. I haven’t had one that felt this good at the end
of the lines in a long while.
I’d like to take a moment here to give a big nod and thanks to
AMA and especially to the AMA employees who spent a lot of
time out in the excruciating heat getting the grass circles ready
for us to use for practice; they were well mown and in excellent
shape. I think I speak for all of us who made use of those circles
in thanking AMA and those dedicated workers.
I surely would have liked to have had at least 100 flights on
the new bird before competition started during Nats week, but I
would have to make do with about 15 flights of practice. No
worries, since I did fairly well on the first day of qualifying by
putting in a solid, safe flight that would be sure to get me through
to the next day in good shape to qualify for the finals.
The weather for the first round of qualifying was a bit weird;
the wind was very light and variable, and it was blowing directly
into the sun. Clean flying was difficult because there were sudden
dead calm spots in which the ship would hit its own wake
turbulence when tracking through consecutive maneuvers. I had
one pretty good flight safely in the bank and figured that, with the
steadier wind starting to blow for round two, I could bear down

This photo of Bob and his brand new, electric-powered
Crossfire Extreme was taken by Gene Martine only
moments before a rogue “Dust Devil” picked the ship up
from the ready-line in the pits and slammed it to the
ground, breaking it in half in the process.

and lay in a really smokin’ flight. That was the plan as I put a
fresh battery into the nose and buttoned up the top hatch.
There were two flights ahead of me at that point, and Bob
McDonald asked me to grab his handle and launch for him,
as he was up next. I started to walk his handle onto the
circle, and at that point I heard this commotion in the pits. I
looked over to see my new Crossfire flying through the air
in pieces! It had been picked up, along with a number of
other ships, by a rogue “Dust Devil” and then slammed
down onto the tarmac. My ship got the worst of it, I’m
told.
You never know how you will respond to something like that.
My instantaneous response was to tell myself that I was now a
spectator and my Nats was over—no big deal. I just set Bob’s
handle down in the center of the circle and walked down the lines
to his ship to prepare to launch it.
Bob and the judges just looked at me with a fairly incredulous
stare. Bob asked me if I knew what had just happened in the pits
and I told him I did, and then I asked him if he was okay and
ready to fly. He said, “No!” The judges said they felt the same
way; they weren’t ready to judge, either; they were in more shock
over the events that had just occurred than I was.
Perhaps it was just my Nats history that kept me from going
ballistic when my ship got tossed and broken. It’s usually me who
does the breaking, however! Back in 1976 I backed over my own
plane between rounds in the finals. That situation eventually
worked out okay as I won the Nats with my second round flight,
after having repaired the ship with Glen Meador’s amazing help.
I had overrun on my first flight that day, and so it is stunt lore that
I’m the only person to have won the Nats with both an overrun
and a run over…
After launching Bob’s ship, I went back to the pits to survey
the damage. The only thing holding the front of the fuselage to
the back was the carbon pushrod. The fuse had snapped clean just
behind the wing. The outboard tip was slightly crushed at the
front, but that was all the visible damage.

Brett Buck was one of the many who had come
over to see what all the fuss was about on Circle 1,
and he said that he thought the ship could be fixed.
After looking it over closely, I agreed with him. Brett
offered his help and the contents of his fix-it kit (I
guess, like me, Brett had seen some carnage at the
field before…) to get the ship back together. I gladly
accepted his kind offer, and we made plans to meet at
my motel room in an hour hence.
Truly, you find out about just how close and
dedicated to each other this CL Stunt community is
when you face adversity of this sort. Not only did
Brett show up to help, but also Will and Kevin
DeMauro, Noel Drindak, Rich Giacobone, Bob
McDonald, Buddy Wieder, and a few others as well.
My apologies to those whose names I missed here, but
I’m sure they will understand that I was running on
pretty much pure adrenalin at that point. My thanks—
my most sincere thanks—goes out to them all!
Actually we got lucky; the break was clean and
fairly easy to fix. Brett realigned the splinters and slid
the rear section of the fuse onto the front part. I came
up with the idea of using masking tape to align the
paint trim lines—which were carefully masked and
applied during the finishing process to be
parallel to the thrust line. It
worked to perfection.

Above: Bob
checks the alignment of the
repaired Crossfire as Noel Drindak
looks on. The paint trim lines which were carefully
applied to be parallel to the wing and tail centerlines were a
great aid in realigning the ship accurately. Repair photos by Will DeMauro.

Brett made some pin punches along the break line to allow us to
carefully feed in small amounts of thin CA and effectively “rivet”
the fuse together prior to doing a thorough gluing. We checked
and double-checked the alignment in all axes and then fed in
additional thin CA along the break line to make the assembly
solid.
After that I sanded the clear off the fuselage adjacent to the
break on both sides. Then Bob McDonald and Buddy Wieder cut
a few pieces of ½-ounce glass cloth which Bob stretched across
the break while I used medium viscosity CA glue to attach them.
I put a bead of glue onto the surface of the cloth and then rubbed
it into the cloth using my index finger. Bob kept the strips of
glass taut and the result was a very smooth fix. A bit of sanding
followed and then I used a bit of touch-up paint to make the
repaired area less obvious from a distance. Thanks to Will
DeMauro for going to the local Muncie Hobby Lobby and getting
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Below is the repaired break in the fuselage after it had been glassed
and sanded.
Bob brushed on some color to make the repair
less visible in the air.

some
nice wide brushes
for this step.
Okay, it was fixed. The question was at that
point, “Will it fly?”
Will, Kevin, and I went out to the field, which by this time
was pretty much vacated. There were a few people around, but no
one was flying because the wind had come up significantly. In
fact, that was the most wind we saw all week long. Will
questioned my decision to test fly it in those conditions, but I
reminded him that I had to fly an official the next morning and I
had to know if the ship was going to work, or if there was more
repair and alignment to do. Interestingly and happily, the handle
setting seemed to be exactly the same as it had been before the
accident.
A fresh Hyperion 4000mAh 4S battery was installed and I hit
the start button. I signaled for the launch and Will released the
ship. I treated that takeoff just like the start of a competition flight
and held the ship on the ground with a bit of down elevator. As I
eased the down control out, the ship broke ground and felt just as
it always had; maybe even better! I decided to just go for it and
pulled up into a reverse wingover.
The ship responded with a nice sharp turn and then a positive
“lock” onto the vertical path. It felt wonderful! I went on to do
what was one of the best patterns I’d flown on the ship to that
point, even though it was very windy. I had not had any chance to
test this ship in the wind before the accident, and this flight just
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confirmed
my good feelings
about this ship and this design. I
forgot that I was flying a repaired ship and
just fell into practicing with it. After that flight we
went out for dinner and then home to the motel for a much
needed night’s rest. I was back in it!
I wish I could tell you here that this story had the same ending
as did my backing over the 1976 ship story, and that I won the
Nats. Not to be, but I did almost get into the final fray. I missed
making the Top-5 show by ¼ point! In retrospect I count this one
in the win column. I dodged a big bullet with the help of my
friends and completed the week in good fashion; sixth place in
that competition is nothing to be ashamed of, I figured.
As I flew the second of the two judges’ warm-up flights on
Saturday (Matt Neumann, who placed seventh, flew the other
one), I was counting my blessings. My new design was a success
and it showed well in its first outing. The warm-up flight was also
the 31st flight on the ship. I figure that if I just practice a bit more,
I might be able to do some damage to the competition again in
the future.
I plan on using this ship to do a few test-bed functions on
mods that have some potential. Then I’ll refinish the ship with
those mods in place if they work out. I have already started on
three new Crossfire models for next year and beyond. I really
like this design and feel that it will be my main steed for the
foreseeable future. What an adventure!
Till next time—Fly Stunt! SN
—Bob Hunt

Control Line Precision Aerobatics
Hall of Fame

Call for Nominations–2012
A Precision Aerobatics Model Pilots Association-sponsored Award of
Recognition for outstanding contributions to the event of Control Line
Precision Aerobatics
Criteria: The individual nominated shall have contributed significantly on a National and/or
International level to the Control Line Precision Aerobatics event as a competitor, designer,
administrator, author, promoter, technician, or manufacturer.
Eligibility: Any individual, regardless of membership in PAMPA, AMA, or any other affiliated model
aviation organization, may be nominated for consideration for the CLPA Hall of Fame.
ote: the “three-year rule” has been removed.
omination: Nominations shall be open in the odd-numbered years.
Procedure: Two PAMPA members in good standing (not from the same family) must nominate an
individual or individuals. Nominators must request a “Nomination Packet” from the Chairman. Packets
contain questions on information vital to formulating a comprehensive biography on nominee.
Nominations received in any other format will be returned.
Deadline: All nomination packets must be returned postmarked no later than January 31, 2012.
Biographies of nominees will be published in Stunt ews in the March/April or May/June issue.
Voting: The eligible voters will be listed in Stunt ews. The eligible voters will then send their vote to
the Chair via U.S. Mail or email. A simple majority of votes is necessary for a nominee to be elected to
the CLPA Hall of Fame.
Inductees: The 2012 inductees will be announced in Stunt ews.
Awards: A person inducted into the CLPA Hall of Fame shall receive an individually tailored plaque
which highlights his or her contributions and achievements. A permanent CLPA Hall of Fame display
shall be maintained by PAMPA at the AMA Museum in Muncie, Indiana.
Committee: Wynn Paul, Chair; Bob Hunt, Bill Werwage.
Send requests for nomination packet to: Wynn Paul, Chairman CLPA Hall of Fame Committee, 3332
Carriage Lane, Lexington, Kentucky, 40517.
(Tel: home: 859-271-3394, email: winnie3435@insightbb.com)
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2012 PAMPA Membership Application
Please print legibly. Use one form per member. Make photocopies for multiple registrations.

Check one:

New Member

Renewal

Address change

Name: ___________________________________________AMA No. ________________Age:_________

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________________________State:______________Nation:_______________

ZIP Code + 4 (or Postal Code):______________________Telephone:_______-_______-______________

E-Mail address:_________________________________________Date:_____________________

Check box if qualified for a Complementary Membership:

HOF

Annual Dues Options: Check One:

Other

AMA CB

Method of Payment

Basic Member-Internet access only

$25

Check

M.O.

Cash

US Member – Bulk Mail

$45

Check No.

US Member – First Class Mail

$55

Credit Card: (only Visa and MC are acceptable)

US Family Member

$5

Credit Card No:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

US Compact Disk

$45

Expiration:

(Mo./Yr)

Canada / Mexico First Class Mail

$65

V-Code:

(3 digits)

International First Class Mail

$90

Signature:

International Compact Disk

$50

Membership Card, if desired:

$2

Date:

-

-

__ __

-

/

__ __

__ __ __

Office use only
Date received:

Form complete:

NOTE: Term of ALL Memberships are from January 1st through December 31st.

Mail to: Noel Drindak
PAMPA Membership Chairman
180 Lake Hill Road
Burnt Hills, NY 12027-9403
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Phone:

518-399-5939

Email:

drindak@gmail.com

PAMPA Officers
President
Bill Rich
3036 Ridge Vale Cir.
Valrico Fl 33594; (813) 681-9832;
richvalrico@aol.com
Vice President
Matthew Neumann
2009 Forbes Rd Vincennes IN 47591
(812) 895-1476 mrstuka@rocketship.com
Secretary/Treasurer
Dave Gardner
15107 SE 145th Place
Renton WA 98059; (425) 235-5190;
davegardner55@msn.com
Membership Chairman
Noel Drindak
180 Lake Hill Rd.
Burnt Hills NY 12027
(518) 399-5939;
drindak@googlemail.com
District I
William R. Moore
36 State St.
Woonsocket RI 02895; (508) 404-0542;
willmoore2@cox.net

District II
Buddy Wieder
941 Potters Rd.
Newton, NJ 07860
(973) 940-1921
bw427@ptd.net
District III
Patrick Rowan
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‘da Nats!

And here are ’da winners! From left to right in the rear are Derek Barry who placed fourth, Paul Walker who captured second, and Brett Buck who nailed
down third. The front row (from left to right) starts out with the fifth-placing plane of Richard Oliver (he must have had to take a wicked potty break to
have missed this photo…), then the new Nats Open Champion and Walker Cup winner, David Fitzgerald, and finally the Advanced and Senior Champion,
Ryan Young. Gene Martine photo.
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by Derek Barry
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Above: Just imagine the number of man hours that this display of models
represents. The scene is the appearance point judging at the One Eighty
building. Gene Martine photo.
Below: Below: Randy Smith gave up his Nats to help out Event
Director Bill Rich. Here Randy weighs Derek
Barry’s ship. Gene Martine
photo.
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WELL PEOPLE, the 2011 AMA Nationals has come and
gone again. I spend an entire year looking forward to this
week, and it’s always over as fast as it starts. Who wouldn’t
enjoy a week of flying with friends from all over the country, and
some from around the world?
This was a very special year when it came to foreign visitors.
We had Joe Parisi and his entire family here from Australia; PJ
Rowland and his father Peter from Australia; Bruce Perry,
Monty Summach, and Larry Maltman from Canada; Kaz
Manato made the trip from Japan again; and from England,
Roger Ladds and Peter Jackson were here to judge for us.
These are all great people. It was a thrill to have them here
with us, and we certainly hope to have them back soon.
We (my wife Melissa, son Gavin, daughter Layla, Dad,
and I) arrived early Saturday morning after an all-night
drive from Georgia. We all piled out of Dad’s “Stunt Van”
near the racing circles right beside our grass practice
circles. Dad and I spotted a few people that we knew
flying in CL Scale, so we stopped to chat for a minute
and stretch our legs.
The first person I saw was Allen Goff; he was
putting up a tent and getting ready to compete in
Scale. I also ran into the Stevens family: Kenny, his
father, and his son Chris; they were also getting
ready to compete. I thought to myself, What is going
on here? I thought these were Stunt guys. Turns out
they like to dabble in Scale, as well, and from what I
hear they had a great time.

Bob Storick’s gorgeous P-47 sat proudly and deservedly on the front row
at appearance judging with a 19-point score. Gene Martine photo.

Right: Kenny Stevens fitted his veteran
SV-22 with electric power for this Nats.
Note the nifty little wing atop the canopy
on this beauty! Gene Martine photo.

Left: The ever-exciting pilots’
meeting … Gene Martine photo.
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Left: Another frontrow-placing ship in
appearance was
Bruce Perry’s
flawless Jester.
This ship also won
the coveted
Concours award.
Gene Martine
photo.

Inset: Steve Moon
flew this colorful
Furias 96 model
that is powered by
an O.S. .52 4stroke engine.
Steve co-designed
this model with his
brother, Doug.
Gene Martine
photo.

Below: Gene Martine
prepares his Randy Smith
designed SV-11 for an
official. Steve Fitton photo.

As
we were leaving
the Scale circles I ran
into PJ Rowland and his
father. They were having some trouble with
jet lag (they could not sleep past 4:00 a.m.), so they were at the
field early every morning. After doing our rounds at the grass
circles, saying hello to everyone that we knew, we went to the
hotel to check in and get some rest; the next day I would start
practicing on the grass circles.
I would like to thank the grounds people at the AMA. The
grass circles were in the best shape I have seen in years, and they
even cut us a road through the grass that allowed us to access
them without crossing the over-fly zone for the large-scale RC
planes. Thanks again AMA!
Sunday was a practice day, so there was not a whole lot to
report. All of the usual people were onsite and getting all the
practice they wanted. The grass circles were full of planes and
people. The weather was hot and there was no wind, and this
would be the story for the entire week. Personally, I would prefer
to fly in 15 mph wind than dead air. The dead air mixed with the
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Above: Brett Buck flips the RoJet 61 to life in
his original-design Infinity for an official flight
as Dave Fitzgerald holds. Gene Martine photo.
Left: This photo of Bob Hunt’s brand-new,
electric-powered Crossfire Extreme was
taken just moments before a rogue “Dust
Devil” picked it up, slammed it into the
ground and broke it in half! With help from
a lot of friends, Bob got it back together
and finished the contest. Gene Martine
photo.

heat coming off of the newly
refinished blacktop on the L-Pad
would make for some tricky
conditions that later in the week
would cause many of us some
problems.
My problems came early. I
had been practicing on the grass
since I arrived in Muncie, but at
the end of the day on Sunday,
they allowed us to start using the
L-Pad. I went up for my first
flight over the new blacktop where
on my second triangle I hit my own
wake and lost some lift. This, coupled with
my low pullout, caused me to hit the ground.
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Left: PAMPA Vice President Matt Neumann brought his veteran, PA
75 RE-powered Stuka to the Nats this time. He finished in a very
respectable 7th place. Gene Martine photo.

Below: Frank McMillan flew his original-design Caudron in Open
this year. It’s also powered by a PA 75 RE. It features a Geo-Xl foam
wing. Gene Martine photo.

Below: Canada’s Bruce Perry does a tip weight adjustment on his Jester.
Hard to find a time during the Nats when Bruce wasn’t smiling! Gene
Martine photo.

While there was no serious damage
done, I trashed my wheel pants, dented up
my cowl, broke one of my wheels, and
trashed a three-blade carbon fiber prop. I
packed my stuff up and went back to the
hotel with my tail between my legs to
assess the damages. Fortunately, for me
there was no structural damage, and after
some touch-ups, the plane looked almost
as it did before the crash.
Monday was Beginner and
Intermediate Stunt day on the grass circles.
Allen Brickhaus has done a write-up on
these events so I will only mention them
briefly. This is because my son Gavin won
the Junior/Senior portion of Beginner. I am
very proud of him, and I hope that this will
encourage him to be more involved in
Stunt. He has been flying for a couple
years but has shown little interest until
now. I am very excited to have him
possibly follow in my footsteps.
I also want to thank Allen for running
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Left: Mike McHenry signals for a
launch of this semi-scale stunt
Mitsubishi Zero. Whomever is
doing the launching sure has a
thick wallet! Gene Martine photo.
Below: Australia’s Joe Parisi
signals the judges to start an
official as fellow countryman, P.J.
Rowland holds. All our visitors
from “Down Under” were just
delightful and we hope that they
come back often! Gene Martine
photo.
Lower left: Linda Gleason is
another person who always seems
to be smiling. She served as a pit
boss at this Nats and we thank her,
and all the other pit bosses for
their service! Gene Martine photo.

this event. If you have never heard about Beginner at the Nats, it
is truly amazing. Allen literally brings a vanload of goodies for
all the entrants to pick through at the end of the contest. This year
every beginner got five trips through the prize line, and let me tell
you, there were some really good prizes: everything from readyto-fly planes, to kits, engines, and fuel. Thank you, Allen, for all
of your hard work, and thank you to all the people who donate
this stuff to the Beginners.
This year, Monday was also the Appearance Judging day. We

The thankless job of tabulating was shared by several people this year.
Pris Rush (left) and Elaine Brookins add ’em up. Gene Martine photo.
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all make the trip to the 180 Building to get our
“pretty points” and go to the beloved pilots’
meeting. Bill Rich, this year’s Event Director,
did an excellent job of getting us through the
meeting as quickly and painlessly as possible.
Dave Fitzgerald, the Assistant ED, directed the
ping-pong ball draws for flight order and circle
assignment. Thanks Bill and Dave for your
efforts.
As always, you could feel the anticipation
in the room as everyone waited for the doors
to open to see who got what at the Appearance
Judging. Everyone is always curious where
their plane will stack up against their
competitors. This year there were three front

Above: Jose Modesto learned that he was a brand-new
grandfather just as he was ready to carry his ship out for an
official flight! Not sure he even cared where he placed after
receiving that news … Here he prepares to hit the switch to bring
the Power 25 electric motor to life as Sina Goudarzi holds. Gene
Martine photo.
Right: Bob McDonald displays his stunning original design
Apogee IV. The ship is powered by a PA 75 RE engine. Gene
Martine photo.
Below: The Wieder family: Left to right are Ryan, Betty (AKA
“Amy”), and Buddy with Buddy’s electric-powered Ryan’s Eagle
design. Gene Martine photo.

Contest Director and PAMPA President Bill Rich (left) and new Grandpa
Jose Modesto confer outside of the One Eighty Building during the
appearance judging.
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row (19-point) planes. Jim Aron and his last year’s Concours
plane, Robert (Sparky) Storick’s P-47, and Bruce Perry’s Jester
were the top three in appearance, and all three were as beautiful
as you would imagine a front row plane to be.
Up with the front row notables was a special plaque and
information on Lew McFarland and his Shark—the Shark, now
slightly battle-scared with the passage of time, was included in
the AMA Museum on July 6, 2011. The plaque sitting alongside
the Shark read as follows:

Jose Modesto is smiling because he just made it to appearance point
judging on time with his Saturn-Impact electric-powered ship. Gene
Martine photo.

Bob Gieseke proudly displays the late Lew McFarland’s Shark 45 model.
Bob competed against this model many times… Rest in peace Lew; we all
love you and miss you. Gene Martine photo.

Shark 45 of Lew McFarland (1931 – 2011) Lexington
,Kentucky.
This plane will be added to the AMA ational Model Aviation
Museum on July 6, 2011.
This Shark is the 3rd of 4 of the series built by Lew and was
completed during the winter of 1965–1966.
This particular Shark was flown to 3rd Place in the USA 1966
ationals and to 3rd place in the 1966 World Championships held
in Swinderby, England.
The USA team of Lew McFarland, Jim Silhavy, and Steve
Wooley won the 1966 World Championship Teams event.
Lew won Open and the Walker Trophy in 1961 and won Open
in 1962. He was on the 1964 World Championship USA Team (6th
individually). He finished in the Top Ten at the ationals ten
times.
Some specs:
Wingspan: 59 inches
Engine: Veco .45
Weight: (after 45 years ) 65 oz.
Wing Area: 700 sq. in.
The Shark was kitted by Jetco (1963) and RSM (1992). Some
minor restoration and clean-up has been performed by Kenny
Stevens, Lexington KY.
The Shark 45 of Lew McFarland was nominated to the AMA
Museum by Wynn Paul.

It was a somber moment for all those who read the plaque and
a real sense of loss by celebration for one of the greats of our
event.
Tuesday was Old Time Stunt and Classic Stunt day. These
articles were prepared by Allen Brickhaus, as well. I spent most
of the day at the Old Time circle helping my dad and watching
everyone else fly. I managed to squeeze in a couple practice
flights on a spare grass circle, and that was about it for Tuesday’s
events.
Well, there was one more very sad thing that happened on
Tuesday. Jim Aron was practicing late that evening when his
adjustable control horn at the elevator slipped, I think during his
outside loops, which caused him to crash his 2010 20-point
Concours plane. I felt bad for him as I watched him stand inside
the circle in obvious disbelief at what had just happened.
I hate to see anyone crash, but this was really sad; such an
incredible airplane now in pieces. Of course, it was only a few
minutes before Paul, Brett, and a few others were gathering
pieces and trying to get it put back together. If it were not for
some broken motor mounts, I think they would have had him
back up in the air the next day. Sorry, Uncle Jimby!
Wednesday was the first day of qualifying. The weather was
good; it was still hot and in the morning, there was no wind, but as
the day progressed, a little breeze showed up. This made flying
more enjoyable. Because of the favorable flying conditions, there
were a lot of really good flights flown. Everyone seemed to be at
the top of their game. I could tell that this was going to be a tough
contest.
There was another accident on the field on Wednesday. A
strong “Dust Devil” came across the L-pad which picked up a
handful of planes and flipped them over. I know that Robert
Storick’s P-47 got flipped, as well as Eric Viglione’s brand new
Rapier.
The worst damage happened to Bob Hunt’s brand new
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back to the hotel and get it fixed for the next
day’s flights. I was very happy to hear that
he had it all back together and was flying
that evening. Also from what I heard, he said
it was as good or better after the repair. Good
job, Bob!
Thursday was hot again! There was a very
light morning breeze blowing across the LPad, but by halfway through the first round,
it had all but died. I was unlucky enough to
have the wind (what little there was) change
direction 180 degrees after takeoff. I knew
that I would never get the judges all the way
to the other side of the circle, so I opted to
fly with the wind in my face.
I managed a decent pattern and
fortunately, because I had a really good
second round score from the previous day, I
was sure to qualify. I was asked, as were the
other circle leaders, if we minded not flying
the second flight on Thursday to help the
tabulators out. I was happy to oblige and so
were they. After the dust settled, there were

Above: Gene Martine prepares to
check the RPM of his PA engine in his
SV-11. His old pal, Stan Powell, holds.
Steve Fitton photo.
Right: Steve Moon launches his
brother, Doug’s ship for an official.
Some very weird dead air pushed
Doug’s plane into the ground on his
second Finals flight. He was flying
very well when that happened. Steve
Fitton photo.

David Fitzgerald pull tests his Thunder Gazer just moments before
capturing his seventh Nats championship win. Gene Martine photo.

Crossfire. His plane, from what I heard, was picked up into the
air several feet and dropped in a way that snapped the tail off
behind the wing. This was a very unfortunate series of events, for
sure. The one good thing is that Bob had already flown his first
flight and had a very respectable score. This inspired him to go
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20 Advanced and 20 Open fliers moving on to Friday.
Friday is always tough! On Friday, the Advanced and Open
qualifiers get two flights which both counted. This makes for a
very stressful day of competition. For the Advanced guys it is
all about this day; the top guy at the end walks away with the
Advanced trophy and gets the boot into Open.
For the Open guys it is just as serious, but if you make the Top
5, it’s still not over. I always considered this day to be the
hardest contest day in Stunt. If you are able to make the Top 5
(which is incredibly hard) the next day, to me, is a little easier.
On Top 5 day, you get three flights whereby the low one is
thrown out. On Friday it is all or nothing; you have to go out
and fly the two best patterns you can and pray for the best.
Dave, Paul, and Brett were doing very well on Friday, and it
was obvious early on that they were going to make the Top 5. I
flew two solid flights, but not my best by any means, so I was
nervous as I awaited my scores.
I noticed that I was not the only person pacing around the
scoreboard. My good buddy, Bob Hunt, was doing the same
thing. He and I were only a few points apart in the first round, so
we both were awaiting our second round scores to see if we could
proceed to the next round. I think my score went up first,
followed shortly by his. I was just slightly ahead of him, and as

Left: If this photo doesn’t touch your soul,
nothing will! An early morning practice
session captures the art and grace of the
stunt event perfectly. Steve Fitton photo.
Below left: One of the most recognizable
and beloved gentlemen in the stunt event
is the legendary John D’Ottavio. John is 88
year young and still loves to fly and
compete. Steve Fitton photo.
Below: Kaz Minato stripped the glow plug
hole threads on the engine in his fabulous
F-6F Hellcat original, just before he was
due to fly his second round official. He
calmly performed the fix with NASCAR-like
efficiency and had the ship ready to go on
time. Steve Fitton photo.

he congratulated me, I noticed that I was in 4th and he was still in
5th. I said, “Bob, you’re still in it.” He looked again and I was
right.
The contest, however, was not over. There were still a few
scores that we had to watch to see if one or both of us would be
bumped out. I thought Howard Rush was the only guy who could
knock Bob out, and after his score didn’t do it, I looked around
for Bob to congratulate him. About that time, I took a second
look at the scoreboard and noticed what Bob had obviously
already seen. Rich Oliver had posted a score that put him just a ¼
point ahead of Bob. Well done, Rich, and sorry, Bob.
That’s just the way it goes sometimes on Top 20 day. People
that we all know to be great fliers miss the cut by such small
margins. As I wrote before, it’s one hard contest. The Top 5

qualifiers were Dave Fitzgerald, Paul Walker, Brett Buck, Derek
Barry, and Rich Oliver. (Remember that order. I have a feeling
you will see it again soon.)
One more person would fall victim to the hot, dead air on the
L-Pad on Friday. After putting up a killer first round flight, Doug
Moon was well into his second flight when he turned at the
bottom of an outside square and the plane fell out of the sky. He
did everything he could to prevent it from hitting the ground and
almost succeeded. He managed to save the plane, but there was
minor damage and a busted prop when it was all over. Sadly, this
took him out of contention for the Top 5. Sorry, Doug.
There was a lot of excitement at the Advanced circles, as well!
Ryan Young, Matt Colan, and Eric Taylor were having quite the
shootout. On my way to the Nats, I felt strongly that Ryan would
be the favorite for Advanced and Senior. I had seen him fly some
truly amazing flights in Hungary, so I was well aware of his
capabilities.
After watching Matt do some flying, I thought, Huh… this
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Above: The Top-Five judges intently watch a pattern
during the fly-off. This is another of the many thankless
jobs that our selfless volunteers perform. Next time you
see any of them, thank them! Steve Fitton photo.
Right: Paul Walker’s rakish original features tricycle
landing gear, and a Plettenberg electric motor. He
placed a close second to David Fitzgerald on this
occasion. Steve Fitton photo.
Inset: Richard Oliver made the Top-5 Fly-Off and then
got in only one round of flying; his leadout broke during
the second round pull-test. Tough break, Rich! Gene
Martine photo.

Concentration?
Here’s what it
looks like! Brett
Buck applies a
lot of down
control and a
considerable
amount of face
contortion
during one of
his Top-5 FlyOff flights.
Steve Fitton
photo.
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could be interesting. Eric Taylor was also showing that he was
there for a reason. This was going to be a contest, and that it was.
After the first round, there was only a .67 difference in score
between Ryan and Eric. Matt was only a few points behind them
and still within grasp of a win.
In the second round, Ryan burned in a flight and improved his
score by four points. Eric did not fare so well the second round,
so he would not take the prize this year. Matt Colan did improve
on his second round flight, but it just wasn’t enough to beat Ryan.
Congratulations to all three for making it a fight to the finish! The
top three were Ryan Young, Eric Taylor, and Matt Colan. This
was Matt’s first Nats appearance. Way to go, Matt!
Here’s just a little side story for those of you who were not
there: Ryan Young was having some engine trouble early in the
week. After numerous combinations of pipes, props, fuel, and
engine tuning, he just couldn’t get it right. Matt just happened to

be running a similar setup and offered Ryan one of his backup
props to use during the competition. Ryan ended up using the
same engine and pipe that he had borrowed from Dave at the
Worlds (PA 75 and Eather pipe); however, I think this says a lot
about an up-and-coming young stunt flier. Bravo, Matt!
Saturday: This is Top 5 and Junior/Senior Day. There were no
juniors this year so there is nothing to report. Senior, however,
was quite the event! Evidently, Matt had tasted blood the day

Above: Relaxation? Here’s what that looks like! Eric Viglione
takes this stunt stuff way too seriously… Steve Fitton photo.
Right: Chris Stevens competed with this very nice-looking,
Randy Smith-designed Vector. It features an Aero Tiger 36 for
power. Gene Martine photo.
Below: Ryan Young signals for the start of his Senior division
winning flight. His Grandfather, Bill Rutherford holds Ryan’s
Brett Buck-designed Infinity. Ryan is one to watch in the
future! Gene Martine photo.

before because he came out strong. He
posted a huge 522.4 on his first-round
flight. Ryan was pretty far behind after
the first round with a 501.2, and young
Sam Niebel was trying to keep up with
a 395.8. Sam had some trouble early on
this week as his main airplane, a new
electric model, had a structural failure
in the wing and he had to stop flying it.
He went back to his last year’s airplane
and did pretty well for himself.
Needless to say, Matt and Ryan are
very tough competitors. In the second
round Ryan and Sam both improved,
but their scores weren’t enough to top
Matt’s first round score. It would all
come down to the last round. Matt put
in a very solid flight but could not
match his first round score. Sam came
down a little from round two, and Ryan
went out and flew a really good flight
that got him a 524.2, less than two
points above Matt’s first round score.
This would be enough to put him in
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first. Ryan won by 3.2
points. I call that one
hell of a contest!
Congrats to all three
for a good show and
special
congratulations to
Ryan for winning
Advanced and Senior
in the same year! Well
done!
The Top 5 fly-off
was another close
contest. This was my
fifth appearance in the
Top 5, and I felt
honored just to be in a
crowd of such
talented people. Three
National
Champions—two of
whom are World
Champions—and
Rich, who has also
been in the Top 5 a
number of times.
After everyone’s first flights Paul was leading, Dave and
Brett were neck-and-neck, and Rich and I were behind them
but not out of the contest just yet.
Sadly, after his first flight, Rich broke a leadout during
the pull test, and this took him out of the competition. After
the second round Paul dropped about three points and Dave
gained thirteen. This alone would make Dave almost
impossible to catch. Brett added three points to his score
and I was not scaring anyone. My second round flight was
my worst of the day.
The third round Dave flew a very strong flight. It was
not as good as the previous one but certainly good enough.
Paul tried his best to catch Dave, and did manage to
improve his score from both rounds, but it just wasn’t
enough to overcome Dave’s second flight. Brett must have
flown three almost identical flights, because his scores only
varied three points.
On my last flight, true to form, I put up my best of the
day, tying Dave’s last round score. But, because of my two
previous scores, it would not be enough to change my
placing. Dave flew his new plane very well (better than the
old one, I think, which is very scary!), and for his efforts he
became this year’s Open National Champion.
Congratulations, Dave, for a job well done!
The final order in open was Dave Fitzgerald, Paul
Walker, Brett Buck, Derek Barry, and Rich Oliver. Told you
that you would see that again!
The wind was starting to pick up and Dave was ready to
get started on the Walker Cup Fly off. He has seen Ryan fly
in the wind, too. After three flights by both pilots, Dave
came out victorious! I think this is his 7th Walker Cup win!
Congratulations, Dave!
There are always a few special awards. PJ Rowland was
this year’s Rookie of the Year! Monty Summach won the
pachyderm award for forgetting his squares on Top 20 day.
In addition, this year’s Concours award went to Bruce Perry
for his incredible Jester, a plane of his own design. Congrats
to all and I hope to see you next year!
—Derek Barry
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Left: Another young pilot
to watch closely in the
future is our own Next
Generation columnist,
Matt Colan. Matt flew this
fine rendition of Ted
Fancher’s Trivial Pursuit
to second place in the
Senior division. Gene
Martine photo.
Below: Just one more
time, let’s hear it for David
Fitzgerald who showed
’em all how it’s done…
again! Congrats Dave on
a very classy and
convincing performance!
Dave has volunteered to
be the Event Director next
year, so it looks like the
rest of just might have a
chance … Gene Martine
photo.

OfficialScoresͲͲ322PrecisionAerobatics
Place

Category

FullName

Location

Score

1
2
3
4

O
O
O
O

DAVIDLFITZGERALD
PAULWALKER
BRETTWBUCK
DEREKGBARRY

NAPA,CA
KENT,WA
SUNNYVALE,CA
HARLEM,GA

1132.2
1123.4
1114.6
1112.2

5
6

O
O

RICHARDAOLIVER
ROBINHUNT

IOLA,TX
STOCKERTOWN,PA

527.4
1122.25

7

O

MATTHEWLNEUMANN

VINCENNES,IN

1120.75

8
9

FO
O

BRUCEDPERRY
JOEPARISI

ALBERTA,CANADA
AUSTRALIA

1117.5
1112.5

10

O

HOWARDMRUSH

BELLEVUE,WA

1102

11

FO

KAZUHIROMINATO

SAITAMA,JAPAN

1098.75

12

O

KENNYSTEVENSJR

LEXINGTON,KY

1091.5

13

O

BUDTWIEDER

NEWTON,NJ

1084

14

O

FRANKDMCMILLAN

SANANTONIO,TX

1078

15

O

ROBERTLMCDONALD

LIVONIA,MI

1066.75

16

O

GENEMARTINE

JACKSONVILLE,FL

1063.25

17

FO

PJROWLAND

1063.25

18

FO

MONTYSUMMACH

VICTORIA,AUSTRALIA
,
CANADA

19

O

STEPHENPFITTON

WILLIAMSBURG,VA

1030.5

20
21

O
O

DOUGLASSMOON
KEITHTROSTLE

DALLAS,TX
TUCSON,AZ

792.5
1067.42

22

O

DANIELTBANJOCK

SECANE,PA

1064.5

23

O

FRANKEWILLIAMS

HOUSTON,TX

1038.33

24

O

RSTEVENMOON

DALLAS,TX

1054.58

25

O

MICHAELLMCHENRY

SPEEDWAY,IN

1032.58

26

O

JAMESCSMITH

TAMPA,FL

1030.25

27

O

JOSELMODESTO

JAMAICA,NY

1003.42

28

O

WESLEYMDICK

FTWAYNE,IN

1020.92

29
30

O
O

ALLENLGOFF
WAYNENSMITH

MUNCIE,IN
TAMPA,FL

997.5
1007.25

31

O

GERMANICOABECERRIL

CAROLINA,PR

1004.92

32

O

MICHAELDSCOTT

HILLSBORO,TX

1047.83

33

O

ERICJVIGLIONE

CLEARWATER,FL

999

1040
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‘Da
‘Da Nats—
Nats—
Advanced
Advanced
by Noel Drindak

Above: Bill DeMauro starts his
stopwatch after signaling the
judges for the start of his first
official. His son Kevin holds
Bill’s electric SV-22. Photos by
Noel Drindak.
Right: Mike Schmitt launches
for Eric Taylor’s first official.

THIS REPORT is for
Advanced and other fliers
who have never been to
the Nats. (There’re a lot of
you out there.) It’s an
effort to explain what
goes on at the Nats—not
just give a blow-by-blow
account of the
competition. The hope is
that it will help you
prepare to compete at the Nats. You do want to fly at the Nats,
don’t you?
This year there were 27 fliers competing in the Advanced
event. (A few years ago we were seeing about 40 Advanced
competitors.) During two days of qualification, 20 fliers are
chosen to compete in the Advanced Finals. With only 27
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competitors, we spent two days eliminating seven fliers. With 27
fliers, it might be more reasonable to choose 13 or 14 finalists,
but it’s hard to change the format at the last minute after seeing
how many fliers show up.
Appearance judging was on Monday. Planes are weighed as
they are presented for judging to determine their required pull

Above: Crist Rigotti
launches Mike
Schmitt’s Eclipse, a
beautiful rendition of
Bob Gialdini’s classic
design.
Right: Crist Rigotti
stands on deck
waiting for his flight.
Flights at the Nats
proceed with a
minimum of delay.
One flier with his
plane enters the circle
as another leaves.

Sina Goudarzi signals for Jose Modesto to launch his Impact
Master (Jose’s design).

test. (Pull tests are serious business at the Nats. Each plane is
pulled before each flight. Even if you take an attempt and the
lines stay on the plane, you get pulled before going back onto the
circle.)
While the planes are judged for appearance points, the Pilots’
Meeting is held. Contestants are briefed on the facilities, the
schedule of events, and Nationals procedures. Key points of the
rules are discussed, because even at the Nats most competitors
haven’t read the rules. If you intend to compete at a future Nats,
do yourself a favor and read the rules. The last item at the Pilots’
Meeting is drawing numbers for flight order. Each contestant
draws a number for each of his flights. With about seventy fliers,
each flying four flights for qualification, that’s about 280
numbers to draw. It takes time, but it’s open and fair.
The Pilots’ Meeting usually lasts between two and three hours,
but the appearance judging takes longer. I would never want the
job of appearance judging. It’s very difficult to rank 70 or 80
planes. To be fair, you must examine each plane very carefully. It
takes a long time and the fliers have a time hard waiting, but it’s
awesome to see all the beautiful stunt ships lined up when
judging is over and the doors are opened. At that point some are
happy and some are unhappy, but everyone is in a hurry to get
back to the field for some more practice. This year there was
extra day to practice before Open and Advanced completion, so
practice was less of an issue.
The L-Pad at Muncie is the premier facility for Control Line
Stunt in the world. It’s probably worth a trip to the Nats to
experience flying there. The L-Pad offers four perfectly smooth
asphalt circles. This year the circles were better than ever with a
fresh coat of sealer. The circles are all marked with an 80-foot
circle painted around the outside and a 5-foot pilot’s circle in the
middle. There’s plenty of clearance around the circles with no
nearby obstacles, but numerous trees in the distance offer good
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Left: Kenny Stevens launches his son Chris’s Vector (a beautiful
plane with a see-through silkspan finish).
Below: Kaz Minato holds as Mike Haverly punches off his
electric for his first official.

Above:
Wes Eakin
launches
Dennis
Vander
Kuur’s
Legacy.
Left: P.J.
Rowland
holds while
Advanced
(and
Senior)
runner-up
Matt Colan
preps for a
start.
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reference points to mark intersections.
Unfortunately for the fliers, the same
reference points are available to the
judges.
The Nats Judges are a level above
the judges at local contests. They’re
devoted to the job, and they take it very
seriously. They read the rules carefully
(every year) before coming to the Nats.
At the Nats they start with a judging
seminar to discuss the nuances of the
rules. Next, they practice-judge a
number of flights and talk about what
they saw in each maneuver. Before
each day of competition, they warm up
by practice judging a couple of flights.
This year we started with 16 judges for
four circles, but wound up with 14—
two circles had three judges and the
other two had four.
The Advanced fliers are divided
equally into four groups (A, B, C, and
D), as are the Open fliers. The officials
try to seed the fliers so all circles are as
equal in talent as possible. However,
since seeding is based on prior
performance at the Nationals, and many
Advanced fliers are at the Nats for the
first time, it’s a bit of a crapshoot. There
will be circles where it’s easier to
qualify and circles where it’s harder to
qualify—those are the breaks.
Advanced and Open fliers share circles
with the Advanced fliers going first.
Each flier has two qualifying flights
per day, on the same circle, with one set

of judges. The second day is flown on a different circle, with
another set of judges, so in two days a flier will fly in front of two
sets of judges. It’s hard to compare scores between groups,
because each group has different judges. Each day the highest
flight is counted, and the final score for qualification is the sum
of the two highest daily scores. Five fliers qualify from each
group to give a total of 20 qualifiers.
Qualification started on Wednesday. The circles were available
for practice at 6:30, the judges’ warm-up was
at 7:00, and the first official flights went off at
8:00. (The pit bosses always want to have the
next three fliers pull tested, so early fliers will
be pulled before 8:00.) We had warm weather
(85-90) with light breezes increasing to
moderate in the afternoon (with one

anomaly—a dust devil came through and tossed some planes
around).
Bob Hunt’s new electric Crossfire was flipped over and the
fuselage broke in two. However, master craftsman that he is, Bob
and a few friends had it repaired in a couple of hours, flying as
well as before.
In Advanced, Group A was very competitive. In fact, after the
first round, the top three fliers were within five points of each
Top left: Dennis Vander
Kuur holds for Wes
Eakin’s second official.
Far left: P.J. Rowland
launches his dad
Peter’s Pitbull. Father
and son traveled from
Australia to compete.
Below: Joseph Hildreth
signals the judges
while Mike Scott holds.
Below left: Samuel
Niebel is on deck with
his T-Bolt and his
grandfather, Wayne
Smith, waiting for the
flier ahead of him to
finish.

other. Erik Rogers had problems but came back in
the afternoon with the high score for the day (for
the group). The group stayed very competitive; at
the end of the day, the top four fliers were within
seven points of each other.
In Group B Matt Colan (a Junior) led easily,
followed by Dennis Vander Kuur. The group as a
whole had a larger spread. The top four fliers
were over 30 points apart.
Group C was another tight group with the
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Above left: Les Byrd tachs his Saturn with Bill Reynolds holding.
Above: Michael Stinson waits on deck with his BB2 profile—an
interesting model with many unusual construction features.
Left: Advanced (and Senior) winner Ryan Young on deck waiting
to fly his Infinity.
Below: Don Herdman with his beautiful P-40 on the circle ready
for his third official.

exception of another Junior, Ryan
Young, who spaced the field by
over 15 points at the end of the day.
Group D was led by Eric Taylor
and Chris Stevens, but things got
tight after that. The next four fliers
were within 3.25 points of each
other. There were six fliers in the
race, but only five could qualify.
Qualification continued on
Thursday. The weather was about
the same, perhaps a little warmer.
In Group A the order from the first day held up. The qualifiers
were Erik Rogers, David Heinzman, Roger Wildman, Scott
Reynolds, and Ricardo Martinez.
In Group B Matt Colan cruised through, posting the highest
score again. One of the seven fliers didn’t show up on
Wednesday, leaving only six fliers in the group. On Thursday,
another flier passed both rounds, leaving only five fliers. That
meant that they all qualified, regardless of their score. The lucky
dog was Peter Rowland, who had been in sixth place after
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Wednesday. Peter
came from Australia
with his son P.J. to
attend the Nats. I
guess anybody
traveling that far
deserves some good
luck. The qualifiers
were Matt Colan,
Dennis Vander Kuur,
Donald Ogren,
Wesley Eakin, and
Peter Rowland.
In Group C Ryan
Young was high
scorer again. The
order from the first
day held up with one
exception. Vince
Bodde, who was
sixth place after
Wednesday, outflew
the guy ahead of him
to qualify. The qualifiers were Ryan Young, Mike Greb, Don
Herdman, Greg Voumard, and Vince Bodde.
In Group D Eric Taylor and Chris Stevens led again, but there
was a strange occurrence that produced an unusual outcome for
the rest of the fliers. Bill DeMauro’s score sheets for his second
flight were somehow lost. An exhaustive search for his score
sheets failed to turn them up. I’ve never seen this at the Nats, but
when you consider that there are over 2,000 score sheets for a
single day of competition, it’s not inconceivable.

Bill’s score from his first flight of the day
put him in sixth place, but less than 1.5 points
behind the fifth-place flier. If his score for the
second flight had improved by that much, he
would have qualified. In the end Bill Rich, the
Event Director, decided that to be fair he would
take six qualifiers from Group D, making a
total of 21 qualifiers. The Group D qualifiers
were Eric Taylor, Mike Schmitt, Chris Stevens,
Mike Haverly, Sina Goudarzi, and Bill
DeMauro.
The format for the Advanced Finals is two
flights on two circles in front of two sets of
judges. The two scores are added together to

Above: David Heinzman waits with his Steve
Buso Jaguar.
Right: Two Texans: Dale Gleason holding for
Mike Greb.
Below: Greg Voumard after starting his Trivial
Pursuit. His wife, Theresa, is holding.

arrive at the final score—there’s
no throw-away flight. You do
get three attempts to make the
two flights, but once you make
the inverted turn in the wingover
the flight counts. If you blow a
maneuver, it shows in your final
score. Advanced Finals (Top 20
day for Open fliers) is the only
time at the Nationals that you
don’t get a throw-away flight.
Even in the Walker Cup, you
get your best two scores out of
three flights. This situation has
been discussed many times and
it’s not going to change. To have
a throw-away would require all
flights to be in front of the same
judges, making a long day. The
argument is you’re flying at the
Nationals and you should be
able to put two good flights
back-to-back.
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Above: Erik Rogers and his
electric Thunder Gazer at takeoff
with nobody launching (Jim Aron
held until Erik was at the
controls).
Right: Vince Bodde in the pits
fueling his Legacy 40 for an
official.
Below: Roger Wildman starting
his beautiful Davis Special with
Mike McHenry holding.
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Friday’s weather for the Advanced Finals was about
the same as Wednesday and Thursday—warm with
light breezes. Flying is over in two to three hours, so
conditions don’t change much. The wind did pick up in
the afternoon, but the finals finished by 10:30.
The leaders during qualification in Groups B, C, and
D: Matt Colan, Ryan Young, and Eric Taylor all put in
two solid flights. Ryan took first, Eric was second, and
Matt third. The fliers who were second in their
qualifying groups, David Heinzman, Dennis Vander
Kuur, Mike Greb, and Mike Schmitt, were steady and
took places four through seven. Dennis was fourth,
Mike took fifth, David was sixth, and Mike seventh.
One other notable flier was Bill DeMauro, the last man
in after his score was lost on Thursday, who made a big
move up to number 12 out of 21.
Congratulations to
Ryan Young! In
addition to winning
Advanced, he won
Junior and flew against
Dave Fitzgerald for the
Walker Cup. By
tradition, the Advanced
winner is moved up to
Open. There’s no doubt
that Ryan is ready.
I’d like to add a
note to fliers who might
be considering their first
trip to the Nationals.
You don’t have to fly
Advanced at your local
contests to fly
Advanced at the Nats.
There are fliers
who compete
in Expert at
local contests
and fly
Advanced at
the Nats; the
Event
Directors
don’t have a
problem with
it. What’s
important is to
fly at a level
where you’re
competitive.
Regardless
of what you
enter at the
Nationals,
Advanced or
Open, you’ll
be on the
same circles
with the same
fliers. I hope
that you
come. I know
you’ll have a
good time.

OfficialScoresͲͲ325AdvancedSkillClass
Place

Category

FullName

Location

Score

1

S

RYANWYOUNG

HOUSTON,TX

993

2

O

ERICHTAYLOR

HENRYVILLE,IN

970.67

3

S

MATTHEWSCOLAN

SWANTON,VT

966.67

4
5

O
O

DENNISLVANDERKUUR
MIKESCHMITT

NORTHBROOK,IL
GRAYSLAKE,IL

920.33
905.33

6

O

DAVIDWHEINZMAN

NORTHOLMSTED,OH

899.33

7

O

MIKEGREB

SULPHURSPRINGS,TX

895.67

8

O

GREGJVOUMARD

RUNNELLS,IA

894.67

9

O

ERIKMROGERS

SANFRANCISCO,CA

893

10

O

ROGERBWILDMAN

NEWPALESTINE,IN

889

11

O

DONALDOGREN

SPRINGHILL,FL

882.33

12

O

WILLIAMDEMAURO

WOODHAVEN,NY

880.67

13

O

MICHAELDHAVERLY

AUBURN,WA

877.67

14

O

SCOTTKREYNOLDS

HUBERHEIGHTS,OH

872

15

O

WESLEYFEAKIN

HARDINSBURG,KY

871.33

16

O

CHRISSTEVENS

LEXINGTON,KY

869

17

O

SINAFGOUDARZI

BROOKLYN,NY

867.67

18

O

DONALDPHERDMAN

SWANTON,VT

866.33

19

O

VINCENTJBODDE

JACKSON,MI

865

20

FO

PETERLROWLAND

VICTORIA,AUSTRALIA

650.67

21

O

RICARDOFMARTINEZ

SANJUAN,PR

0

22

O

LESBYRD

EATON,OH

944.83

23

O

MICHAELSTINSON

LOUISVILLE,KY

908.33

24

O

CRISTARIGOTTI

NORTHLIBERTY,IA

879

25

O

RONNIECTHOMPSON

ATHENS,AL

858

26

S

SAMUELANIEBEL

TAMPA,FL

823.5

27

O

JOSEPHHHILDRETH

MCKINNEY,TX

407

28

FO

FRANCISCOFONTENELLE

SAOPAULO,BRAZIL

0
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‘Da Nats—INTERMEDIATE
by Allen Brickhaus

Above: Don Ogren (left) and John Brodak served as Judges for the
AMA CLPA Nats Intermediate class.
Right: Mike Stinson wins the Intermediate Crown after taking the
Open Beginner class at the 2010 Nats. Nice job, Mike, and
congratulations for your original model being chosen as the Pilot’s
Choice.

BOB AD ELAIE Brookins assembled a fine cadre of
workers this year to support the Intermediate Stunt event that
was sponsored by John and Buzz Brodak at this AMA
control line Nationals.
The Top Five scores and winners were as follows: 1st 461.0 Mike Stinson (and last year’s Open Beginner winner);
2nd - 420.5 John Gladfelter; 3rd - 420.0 Don Sopka; 4th - 389.5
Bob Krug; and 5th - 373.0 Jim Perscetto. Mike Stinson’s
original model was chosen as the Pilot’s Choice, and John
Gladfelter’s Smoothie was selected as the Best Brodak
model.
Bob thanked all his workers to include: Judges John
Brodak and Don Ogren; Tabulators Buzz Brodak and Elaine
Brookins; Joe Peters as the Weigh Master; Kent Tysor as Pull
Tester; Shelly Gordon as Pit Boss; plus Shelly and Buzz as
Score Sheet Runners.
Bob will continue on as the Event Director for the
Intermediate class next year. SN
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Left: John Gladfelter placed second and his Smoothie was chosen
as the Best Brodak kit.
Above: Don Sopka improves to third in the annual Intermediate
event at the Nats.
Jim Pescetto rounds out the
Top Five in Intermediate at the
2011 Nats.

Below: Bob Krug took fourth and brought his “bus” full of Power
Master fuel to the Nats.
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Above: Kent Tysor relaxes after a strenuous day as Pull Tester at the Intermediate event.
Right: Shelly Gordon stands firm as a fair-minded Pit Boss, but I would not cross her during
the event. Tee Hee.
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‘da nats—Beginners
by Allen Brickhaus

Above: The Open Beginner Stunt Top Six were Steve Hines (kneeling), Harry Crespo (standing), Jeff Traxler (Champion), David Felinczak (standing), and
Robert Schroeder (kneeling).
Below: Above: From left to right are the Junior/Senior winners in Beginner Stunt: Cody Vining, Samantha Hines, Gavin Barry (Champion), Kevin DeMauro,
Ben Mills (kneeling), Joe Strickland, Marquis Thurman, and Charles Carter.
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MODAY OPEED to a great
day with wonderful weather and a
nice turnout for the Control Line
Beginner Stunt event at the 2011
Nats. Members of the Peoria
Wyreflyers, Lafayette Esquadrille
of St. Louis, plus the Chicagobased Treetown Modelaires and
Circle Cutters, the New Albany
Skyliners, and the Paducah Aero
Modelers supported the event.
Eight Junior and Senior pilots
were in attendance, while six Open
contestants joined in the battle on
Monday, July 4th, on the grass
circles just north of the “L” pad on
the AMA site.
The Open Beginner scores and winners were as follows: 1st 246.7 Jeff Traxler; 2nd - 221.3 Robert Schroeder; 3rd - 219.7 David
Felinczak; 4th - 179.7 Harry Crespo; 5th - 167.7 William Allen; and
6th - 109.0 Steve Hines. The Junior/Senior Beginner fliers: 1st 141.3 Gavin Barry; 2nd - 134.0 Kevin DeMauro; 3rd - 97.7
Samantha Hines; 4th - 91.0 Marquis Thurman; 5th - 82.3 Ben Mills;

This is the results of so many generous
individuals and clubs who gave so Beginner event
pilots can improve and move on to Intermediate.

6th - 39.7 Joe Strickland; 7th -39.0 Charles Carter; and 8th - 26.0
Cody Vining.
Each year this event could not, and would not, be successful
without the workers and volunteers. Our Judges were Mark
Overmier, Eric Taylor, and Wes Eakin. Our two Critique people
were Steve Smith and Dale Josephson. Byron Barker was our Pit
Boss, Roland Trevino our Pull Tester, and John Bodde our
wonderful score sheet Runner. The
Tabulation desk was handled well by Jane
Barker, Ruth Schroeder, and Rebecca
Smith.
Prize donations were given by so many
individuals this year, and it happens every
year. We were able to allow the winners to
go through the line five times this year. We
asked that the younger pilot winner pick
his or her prize before allowing the
equivalent older pilot his chance through
the selection process. The kids
were always one pick ahead
of the adults. We begin fresh
each year with an empty
store-house and ask that if
you or a friend has an engine,
kit, tools, lines, handles, and
other control line interest
items that you are not going
to use, you could mail them
to Allen Brickhaus and he
will begin the prize
collection for next year.
I would be remiss if I did
not mention that the two
perpetual “The Eagle’s Nest”
trophies were built by our
passed friend in the Paducah
Aero Modelers, Harry West,
who designed and built them
for the event. Each winner
gets to take one perpetual
trophy home for a year, put
his or her name on it, and
At top: Judges and critique people were Mark Overmier, Dale Josephson, Eric
return it for the next year.
Taylor, and Wes Eakin.
The cost of the trophies was
Above: Steve Hines is receiving flight critique from Steve Smith as his daughter
funded by the Bob Howard
Samantha listens.
(Pegasus stunter) Family
from Texas. See you next
Right: Shown is one of the two identical “The Eagle’s Nest” perpetual trophies
year on Monday, July 16,
made by Harry West of the Paducah Aero Modelers and sponsored by the Bob
2012. SN
Howard Family.
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‘da
‘da Nats—OTS
Nats—OTS and
and Classic
Classic
by Allen Brickhaus

Above left: Charles Reeves is our 2011 Nats OTS winner
and displays his Shark 45, which he flew in Classic.
Above right: Keith Trostle travels from Tucson,
Arizona, to capture the Classic Crown in the
2011 event held on the grass circles near the
“L” pad. His Big Job is also laid out for
display, which he flew in Old Time Stunt.
Right: P.J. Rowland’s Gieseke Nobler
was powered by a Stalker .61 lite.

BOB BROOKIS has continued to
take on the job of Intermediate, plus
Old Time Stunt and Classic Stunt at
each Nationals for the past years. His
crew included: Tabulators Elaine Brookins
and Mary Phelps; Classic Judges Bill Allen
and Steve Smith; Old Time Stunt Judges Dale
Gleason and Darrel Harvin; Pull Testers John
D’Otavio, Kent Tysor, and Linda Gleason; Pit Bosses
Shelly Gordon and Linda Gleason; Runners John Bodde and
Rebecca Smith; plus Score Poster Charra Reeves.
Old Time Stunt had a turnout of thirteen pilots. Their scores
and order of finish were as follows: 1st - 320.0 Charles Reeves;
2nd - 318 Dale Barry; 3rd - 312.5 Dan Banjock (who also won the
Best Appearing OTS Model and the Spirit of ’52 Award); 4th 312.0 Keith Trostle; 5th - 302.5 Don McClave; 6th - 298.0 Allen
Brickhaus; 7th - 289.5 Don Herdman; 8th - 289.0 Jim Lee; 9th 280.5 Mike Schmitt; and 10th - 273.5 Bob Whitney.
The Top Ten Classic pilots (out of twenty-four contestants)
and scores were, in order of finish: 1st - 552.5 Keith Trostle; 2nd 548.0 P.J. Rowland; 3rd - 536.5 Mike McHenry; 4th - 526.5 Allen

Brickhaus;
5th - 526.25
Allen Goff; 6th 522.5 Don Herdman; 7th th
517.75 Rich Giacobone; 8 - 517.25 Roger Wildman (Roger’s
Caprice was chosen as the Best Appearing model and also the
Spirit of ’64 Award.); 9th - 516.25 Mike Schmitt; and 10th - 515.75
Charles Reeves.
I would like to commend Bob and his wife Elaine for all their
hard work. Bob will continue on as the ED for Intermediate but is
giving up Old Time Stunt and Classic for another new and fresh
face as ED.
Bob has accomplished his work in the past three years and has
done it well. Thanks again to Bob and Elaine Brookins. SN
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Above: Old Time score sheet review.
Above right: Classis Stunt
score sheet review.
Right: Shown is P.J.
Rowland and his father Peter
planning their strategy for
Classic.
Below: Bob Hunt is working as
one of the two Appearance Points
Judges (Gene Martine was the
other one), while Wesley Dick hands
his Pull Test weight card to Shelly
Gordon.

Above: Dan Banjock tooks two awards with his
Galloping Comedian: of Best Appearing OTS model
and the Spirit of ’52.
Below: Roger Wildman accomplished the same goal
in Classic. His Bob Hunt Caprice was chosen as the
Best Appearing Classic model and the Spirit of ’64
winner.
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E-Stunt

By Crist Rigotti
it was time for official flights. Erik Rogers had
his tool box lost on the flight to the Nats and
spent some time getting his plane ready. He spent
a few days getting his set-up to run properly, but
he did get his official flights in on time. Jose
Modesto had an ESC failure but managed to
install a loaner motor and ESC and was
practicing with the rest of us in short order.
I was talking to Bob Hunt about my setup, and
he suggested that I increase the gain of the
governor. I did, and that made a noticeable
difference in the apparent power of my set-up.
I thought it would be interesting, so I gathered
some stats for each of the models flown. There
were several different motor types, ESC’s,
battery cell counts, and battery manufacturers,
but everyone used a Hubin timer, and all but one
used the APC prop mentioned above.
I enjoyed the Nats and flying my electric
stunter, both at the Nats and at local contests.
More and more people are asking questions and
not only seriously thinking about electrics, but
also making the move to electrics. Enjoy the stats
and the pictures.

Electric at ’Da Nats!

Kenny Stevens with a very nice SV-22. Kenny used a 6cell battery and a tractor prop for his setup.

T

he 2011 Nats had 10 electric entries.
There were four in the Advanced
class and six in the Open class. The
electrics were competitive; Bob Hunt just
missed making the “Top-5” in Open, and
Paul Walker placed second in Open. As
a matter of fact, three out of four in
Advanced and five out of six in Open
made it to the Top 20.
That is a pretty good showing for
electrics. As the week went on,
some of the nitro pilots were heard
to say that they will be going to
electric power next year. The
planes ranged for 610 to 695
square inches; 56 to 75 ounces;
and from kits to original
designs. All flew very well.
Lap times ranged from 5.0 to
5.6 seconds. Most pilots used
an APC 13x4.5E pusher
prop and had four to seven
batteries, which they
charged the night before
flying. Some charging
Jose
was done at the L-Pad,
Mode
sto wit
as well.
h his
Satur
n/Imp
It was very evident
act. J
ose w
as alw
that the electrics were
ays ve
ry help
pretty much hassle-free when
ful
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to the

other

pilots.

Above left: Dale Barry’s Humongous placed close second to Charlie Reeves in OTS.
Above right: Mike Schmitt’s Bob Gialdini Eclipse was published in the August, 2011 issue of Model Aviation. Allen Brickhaus played an important role
in bringing the model to publication.
Below left: Jim Lee’s Go-Devil is unique with his pilot’s neck scarf waving in the wind during each flight.
Below right: Matthew Colan’s grandfather, Don Herdman, brought his own design P-47 Classic model to the event.

Above: Matt Colan brought a
Bill Werwage-designed Ares
to the Classic event.
Right: John Leidle pulls his
Dick Williams’ Electra at the
Classic event at the 2011
Nats.
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William DeMauro with his Scorpion-powered SV-22. This model used molded fuselage,
wing and stab skins.

Erik Rogers from California poses with his sctrach-built Thunder Gazer. He
used a Robin’s View Productions Lost-Foam wing and covered the entire
airframe with UltraCote.

ame: William DeMauro
Airplane: SV-22
Wingspan: 61 inches
Wing area: 675 square inches
Weight: 70 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: Scorpion SII-3026-890kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix 45
Battery: Hyperion 4S 4000mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9VR +/- 250 RPM
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 64 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.2 to 5.3 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 9500 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 2450mAh
Airplane finish: Duplicolor with no clear coats
Hatch location: Top
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Magnets
Special notes: Tru-Turn Turbo Cool spinner, molded fuse, stab
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and wing skins. Foam flaps. Elevator and rudder are traditional
balsa construction. Controls are a Tom Morris ball-link setup
with a Brett Buck-type bellcrank.

Mike Haverly and his original design. He uses UltraCote and then two-part
clear over the entire model.

ame: Mike Haverly
Airplane: MO ICHI DO
Wingspan: 59.5 inches
Wing area: 660 square inches
Weight: 63 ounces (with
battery on board)
Motor: Orbit 20-16 720kv
ESC: Schulze 18.46K F2B
Battery: Thunder Power 5S
2600mAh G4 V2 Pro Lite
Timer: Hubin FM-9R
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 63 feet eye-toeye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.35 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 9486 RPM
Power consumption per
flight: 1620mAh
Airplane finish: Ultracote on
wing, Randolph dope, and 2part clear over entire airplane.
Hatch location: Bottom
Hatch attachment (screws,
magnets, etc): Screw
Special notes: Mike’s own
design. Foam wing. Scuffed
Ultracote prior to 2-part clear.
ame: Bob Hunt
Airplane: Crossfire
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Wingspan: 58.5 inches
Wing area: 660 square inches
Weight: 62 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: E-flite Power 25 870kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix 45
Battery: Hyperion 4S 4000mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 68 feet 10 inches center-to-center
Line diameter: .014
Line type: Solids
Lap time: 5.6 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 8620 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 1800mAh to 2100mAh
Airplane finish: DuPont Chromabase colors and clear.
Hatch location: Top
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Screws
Special notes: Foam wing, flaps, stab, and elevators. Tom Morris
controls. E-flite prototype 1.75 inch reverse pitch spinner.
ame: Jose Modesto
Airplane: Saturn/Impact
Wingspan: 58 inches
Wing area: 658 square inches
Weight: 62.5 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: Orbit 20-12 950kv
ESC: Schulze 18.46K F2B
Battery: Hyperion 4S 4000mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9VR
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 64 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.0 to 5.15 secs
Takeoff RPM: 9820 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 2800mAh

Bob Hunt with his very nice-looking, original-design Crossfire. Bob used a DuPont ChromaBase paint and clear to finish this model.

Airplane finish: Dope
Hatch location: Top battery loader and front motor cowl
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Magnets
Special notes: Model uses a shell composite Impact fuse. Hunt
Lost-Foam Saturn built-up wing. Randy Smith SV-22 foam stab
and elevator. Pattern Master aerodynamics IE: motor, wing, stab
center lines, and control line moments.
ame: Crist Rigotti
Airplane: Protroma
Wingspan: 56.5 inches
Wing area: 610 square inches
Weight: 56 ounces (with battery
on board)

Motor: Scorpion SII-3026-710kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix ICE Lite 50
Battery: Thunder Power 5S 2700mAh G6 V4 Pro Lite
Timer: Hubin FM-9
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP re-pitched to 5.5 at station 12
Line length: 62 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .015
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.35 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 10,218 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 2100mAh
Airplane finish: All MonoKote
Hatch location: None
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc):
None
Special notes: Own design. Foam wing and
built up profile fuselage. Trike gear.

ame: Erik Rogers
Airplane: Thunder Gazer
Wingspan: 60.75 inches
Wing area: 630 square inches
Weight: 59 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: Orbit 20-12 950kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix ICE Lite
50
Battery: Turnigy Nano-Tech 4S
4000mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 66 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.3 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 9500 RPM
very
Power consumption per flight:
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jet-like
Airplane finish: All UltraCote
Hatch location: Top
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Magnets
Special notes: Hunt Lost-Foam built-up wing. Tom
Morris controls, 1.75 inch Tru-Turn spinner, and take
apart construction.

Buddy Wieder poses with his original-design Ryan’s Eagle. Buddy and Bob Hunt used the same
power system setup.

Erik Rogers readies his Thunder Gazer.
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A underside view of Kenny Stevens’ airplane. Notice the “pipe tunnel”
cooling air exit.
Below: Jeff Traxler with his electric-powered All American. Jeff won the
Beginner Open event on Monday.

Frank Williams with his Vortex.
The model had an unusual LE
design derived from whale fin
technology.
Right: Buddy Wieder’s plane
with the hatch removed.

ame: Kenny Stevens
Airplane: SV-22
Wingspan: 59.75 inches
Wing area: 695 square inches
Weight: 64 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: Turnigy SK 4250-650 650kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix ICE Lite 50
Battery: Turnigy 6S 2200mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9V +/- 200RPM
Prop: Hobby King 13x4 tractor
Line length: 65 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.6 secs
Takeoff RPM: 9600 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 1550mAh to 1615mAh
Airplane finish: 22 coats of SIG clear with Rit dye and House of
Kolor additive for UV protection.
Hatch location: Bottom
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Screws
Special notes: Hunt Lost-Foam built-up wing. Tom Morris
controls. Moves battery vertically to adjust line tension via
vertical CG.
ame: Paul Walker
Airplane: Impact XS
Wingspan: 58 inches
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Wing area: 650 square inches
Weight: 59 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: Orbit 20-16 720kv
ESC: Schulze 18.46K F2B
Battery: Thunder Power 5S 2600mAh G4 V2 Pro Lite
Timer: Hubin FM-9R
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 66 feet center-to-center
Line diameter: .015
Line type: Braided
Takeoff RPM: 9500 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 1950mAh to 2000mAh
Airplane finish: Dope
Hatch location: Bottom
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets, etc): Screws
Special notes: Original design, Tom Morris controls, and trike
gear.

ame: Buddy Wieder
Airplane: Ryan’s Eagle
Wingspan: 59 inches
Wing area: 651 square inches
Weight: 63 ounces (with battery on board)
Motor: E-flite Power 25 870kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix 45
Battery: Hyperion 4S 4000mAh

Timer: Hubin FM-9
Prop: APC 13x4.5EP
Line length: 65 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .015
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.5 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 9150 RPM
Power consumption per flight: 2000mAh

Right: William DeMauro’s plane at
appearance judging.

Below: The Impact XS between flights
on Finals Day.
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Left: MO ICHI
DO sits on the
L-pad between
flights.

Below: The
Crossfire with
its hatch off.

Bottom right:
Crist Rigotti flew
his Protroma in
Advanced.

Airplane finish: DuPont Chromacolor
with 2-part clear.
Hatch location: Top
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets,
etc): Magnets
Special notes: Original design. Hunt
foam wing, flaps, and elevators. Tom
Morris controls.
ame: Frank Williams
Airplane: Vortex
Wingspan: 57 inches
Wing area: 685 square inches
Weight: 75 ounces (with battery on
board)
Motor: Orbit 25-14 670kv
ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix ICE
Lite 50
Battery: Hyperion 5S 3300mAh
Timer: Hubin FM-9
Prop: APC 3-bladed 13x4.5EP
(custom made by Frank)
Line length: 66 feet eye-to-eye
Line diameter: .018
Line type: Braided
Lap time: 5.4 seconds
Takeoff RPM: 84% of throttle
Power consumption per flight:
2702mAh (82% of battery)
Airplane finish: Ultracote
Hatch location: Top canopy
Hatch attachment (screws, magnets,
etc): Magnets
Special notes: Original design.
Patterned after the Eratix 3D fuselage
shape. Scalloped leading edge similar
to whale fin technology. Rolled 1/64 ply
tube spar. SN
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The Next Generation
My Trip to the Nats

T

his year, my grandfather and I made the trip together to
Muncie, Indiana, for the 2011 National Championships.
This was my grandfather’s first trip to Muncie since 1996,
and this would be my first trip ever. On the morning of July 2nd,
we left the house and began the 830-mile drive to Muncie.
Saturday-Sunday
We decided to make the trip in two days because driving for
16 hours in one day would be too exhausting for my grandfather
and me. Also, I wasn’t used to driving long distances prior to this
trip. We stopped in Akron, Ohio, overnight and drove the rest of
the way to Muncie on Sunday.
As soon as we arrived, we got the trailer unpacked and started
flying on the grass circles with the Australians, Joe Parisi and PJ
Rowland, and a couple others. I got a flight on the Trivial Pursuit
and everything felt the same as it did at home. I did notice there
was clicking in my controls, in particular on my outside turns. I
decided to ignore it and it almost proved fatal on my next flight.
The controls locked up during the inverted portion of the flight,
and the ship descended to about three inches from the ground.
When I landed, we began looking inside towards the bellcrank,
but with the sunlight, we couldn’t see anything. Grandpa and I
decided to pack it in and retire to the hotel to look at it.

By Matt Colan

After cutting the access holes in the pipe tunnel of the plane,
we couldn’t find anything that was obstructing the leadouts. I just
happened to be looking at the wingtip and found some material
on the leadouts that had made a ridge on it. I moved the controls
and was looking to see if that material was hitting the leadout
guide. It turns out it was, so grandpa scraped the material off, and
the controls moved free again. We went back to the L-Pad and I
got a test flight. There was no clicking in the lines anymore and
the controls didn’t lock up. After a couple flights, we went back
to the hotel and called it a night.
Monday
We got some more practice flights on the L-Pad and the wind
started to kick up. I was amazed at how easy it was to fly in the
wind in Muncie and not break a sweat. At home, if the wind
picked up to a stiff breeze, we would be waiting for a different
day to fly. Around 12:30 we packed up and got the planes
polished up for appearance judging.
The pilot’s meeting went well, but I drew just about the worst
flight order imaginable: 1-3-1-1. After the flight orders were
drawn, we went into the room where the appearance judging was
done. I got 15 appearance points, which I was fairly happy with.
On the front row were Jim Aron, Bob Storick, and Bruce Perry,
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all with 19 points. The quality of
workmanship was outstanding; even
the planes towards the back of
appearance judging had excellent
workmanship.
That night, I went back out to the
field, and made the couple small trim
adjustments that Dave Fitzgerald
suggested, and it made a huge
difference in the way the airplane
performed! After a test flight with the
trim tab and extra tip weight, I put the
Trivial Pursuit away and brought out
the Ares to test fly and see what I had
for Classic.
I’m glad I did that test flight,

Charlie Reeves built this copy of the Shark 45 that he flew in
the 1966 Nats to a second-place finish. This version is
powered by a PA 51 and is finished with Brodak dope. Charlie
flew this model in the Classic event this year.

Our columnist built this fine example of Ted Fancher’s Trivial Pursuit. It’s powered by a
RoJett 76 engine. Some foreign material on one of the leadout wires almost cost Matt
the loss of this ship in practice. It all ended well and Matt placed a close second to Ryan
Young in the Senior Stunt event.

because we had
way too much tail
weight, and the
plane was turning
what seemed like
a 3-foot radius
corner. We took
half the tail
weight out and
retired to the
hotel.
Tuesday
David Fitzgerald went for an
Tuesday was
asymmetrical trim and color scheme
Classic and OTS
on his new Thunder Gazer. The ship
day, and it was
features a Lost-Foam wing and a PA
hot! The
75 RE engine. Oh yeah, he won the
temperatures were
whole shooting match!
around 90 degrees
from the late
morning into the
afternoon. I got one practice flight with the Ares and taking half
the tail weight out did the trick. However, it was hinging like
crazy, so I took a ½ ounce of tip weight out.
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My first round flight was a decent flight for the
conditions. Because of the hot temperatures and
thinner air, coupled with the thin wing of the Ares, it
didn’t fly that well. I had problems with the airplane
stalling on hard corners like the triangles, squares,
and hourglass, which resulted in quite a few 2-foot
bottoms. I waited for the scores to come up and was
rewarded with a 509.5.
At the end of that round I was in 5th or 6th place,
with Grandpa also up in the pack around 4th. During
the second round, there was quite a bit of a scoring
balloon, with almost everybody getting better
scores. I tried really hard to bring my score up,
but the Ares just didn’t perform well at all in
the hot air. It was stalling even more on
corners and I softened them up as much as I
could, but it still didn’t work out.
I got a score of 507 on the 2nd round and
finished around 11th or 12th place. Grandpa,
however, flying his Classic-legal P-47, flew to
a 6th place finish and 7th place in Old Time
Stunt with his Big Job.
After Classic was finished, we ventured
back out to the L-Pad and got a few more
flights in with the Trivial Pursuit. I was
complimented by Brett Buck, Dave Fitzgerald,
and Paul Walker that I was flying very well!
After those flights I felt like I would make a
good show in Advanced.

Wednesday and Thursday
Wednesday dawned with beautiful skies,
very light wind, and pleasant temperatures
early on. Eventually, the temps rose to around
90 during the day. Prior to my first flight in
Advanced at the Nats, Will DeMauro told me it
was pretty hard to break 500 in Advanced. After
my first flight, which I felt was a good flight; I went to go to the
scoreboard and waited for my score to show up. I felt like I
would get about a 490 for that flight and was pleasantly surprised

Left: This is the front end of Dan Banjock’s amazing
rendition of Red Rinehardt’s Galloping Comedian. Dan handspun the aluminum cowl used on this ship and made the
custom prop nut as well. Not seen in this photo are the
gorgeous, hand hammered and highly polished aluminum
wheel pants. This model is a true work of art.
Below: Here’s P.J. Rowland’s Gieseke Nobler. Looks tame
enough in this photo, but inside the cowl resides a Stalker 61
engine! Think you have enough power there, P.J? He flew
this ship in both Classic Stunt and in Open. Take a look at
the cover for a better look at the ship and a cameo with its
designer.

Above: Bruce Perry’s Jester circulates in preparation to pull up
into the Reverse Wingover during an official flight. You just had
to see this ship up close to appreciate its detail and finish.
Left: Derek Barry flew his Randy Smith designed Dreadnought
XL in Open Stunt and placed a well deserved fourth. It is
powered by a PA 65 RE engine.

to receive a 515.5!
There was some really good flying going on in Open, and I
enjoyed the show. I felt that my second flight was slightly better
than the first flight, and it returned a 516.5. By the end of the two
rounds, I was pretty far ahead on my circle and felt like qualifying
for the top 20 would be pretty safe. On one of the other circles,
Ryan Young was leading in his circle by a wide margin. Grandpa
was around third or fourth on the same circle as Ryan.

Thursday was a very similar day to Wednesday:
light winds, sunny skies and temperatures approaching
90. I was on one of the lower scoring circles based on
the scores from rounds one and two. I flew another
good flight by my standards and remained above 500
points in both rounds. By the end of the day, I qualified with the
highest overall score in Advanced, with Ryan having the second
highest score.
I got some flights in that evening for practice and felt like I
had a shot at winning Advanced the next day. The usual suspects
qualified in Open, along with the Australians, Joe Parisi and PJ
Rowland, and an unknown from Canada named Monty
Summach. I watched Monty fly earlier in the week and was very
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Right: Here’s another
shot of Derek’s ship,
this time in flight.
Derek has become
one of the consistent
Top-5 fliers at the
Nats. He did not
disappoint.

Lower right: In
this shot of
Bruce Perry’s
Concourse
winning Jester
you can see
some of the
aforementioned
detailed paint
work. It’s an
exceptionallooking ship
that also flies
very well.

surprised at how well he was putting his airplane through the
pattern.
That night, some thunderstorms were in the area, so I decided
not to fly and just hang out at the field. The thunder in the
distance went away, and Kent Tysor asked me if I would like to
fly his Strega. I said I would enjoy that. I flew it, and the plane
was trimmed out almost the exact way my Trivial Pursuit was, so
it was very easy to fly.
Friday, Top 20 day
Friday would prove to be the toughest competition day of
my young stunt career. Two flights, both flights count, and
highest score wins. I was up fourth and decided I would only
watch the Open Finals, go fly my flight, and then go back and
watch the Open Finals some more.
The weather was the same as it had always been all week,
stunt heaven! It was a little more overcast in the morning and
more pleasant temperatures. My first flight, I thought, was one
of the best flights I had ever flown. Now it was a waiting game
for the scores to show up.
When they put Ryan Young’s score up of 494, I thought I
had a shot at it since I was above 500 the whole week. When
my score of 481 was posted, I knew I was in trouble and that it
might be tough to win.
Also, Eric Taylor put in a great flight around a 492, so I was
down to 3rd place. On my next flight I tried really hard to bring
my score up, and it did come up, but not enough. My second
round flight was a 485.5.
Those two flights were good enough for third place in
Advanced. In the grand scheme of things, that wasn’t bad at all
for my first trip to the Nats. Ryan won Advanced and I
congratulated him and told him I would be out to get him the
next day in the Senior event. Eric Taylor finished second and I
was third. Dennis Vander Kurr finished in fourth.
In Open, it was a real shootout for who was going to make it
into the Top-5. Dave Fitzgerald and Paul Walker looked to be
mortal locks for making it, and it was a contest between Derek
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Barry, Brett Buck, Bob Hunt, Matt Neumann, and
Richard Oliver for the next three places.
In the end Brett and Derek made it easily, and Richard
Oliver beat out Bob by .25 points for the fifth slot in
the Top-5 fly-off!
That night, I went back to the field to get in some
practice. I flew with Richard Oliver, who was also
practicing for the next day. I got some coaching from
Frank McMillian and Les Demmet, and Rich helped me
with the motor run on the .76 RO-Jett.
By the end of that night’s practice session, Frank told
me I improved by a good amount compared to where I started
at the beginning of the day. I was ready to do battle with Ryan
for the Senior Championship the next day!
Saturday
Saturday started out as stunt heaven, but then the wind began
to blow little by little as the day went on and the sun came up. I
got two practice flights in to get my motor set right and to get
myself locked in for the competition. The three seniors
competing in Senior were Ryan Young, me, and Sam Niebel from
Florida. There were no juniors this year. Ryan flew first, then
Sam, and then me. I didn’t see Ryan’s flight, but it was probably
a good flight given that he won Advanced the night before.
My first flight felt tons better than my Advanced Top 20
flights had, and my score certainly showed it. I received a 522
and was well out ahead of Ryan who had a 501 to begin the day. I
was up first the next round after a judges break and flew what I
thought was a good flight, but the first round flight was better.
My score for the second round was a 509. Ryan’s second round
flight was better than his first round flight, and for it he received
a 516-point score.
For the third round, the wind started to pick up and I thought
that would help me, since flying in the wind in Muncie is really
easy compared to my home field. During that flight, the motor
started to go lean and I was back to flying 4.9-5.0 second lap
times compared to 5.2. I kept plugging away and flew a decent
flight, but I thought the first two were better.
Actually, my third round flight turned out to be better than the
second round flight and received a 515 point score. At that point
it was a waiting game to see what Ryan would put up for a third
round flight.
After talking with Bob Hunt and seeing how I was ahead of
Ryan by a good-sized margin, he thought I had him beat unless
Ryan put in a fantastic third round flight. When I saw Ryan’s
score posted at 524 points, I knew he had me beat by a point or
two. The final margin turned out to be 3.2 points between Ryan

Left: David Fitzgerald’s Thunder Gazer arrives
safely and on time, just like the airliners that Dave
flies for a living. David flew steady and
consistently throughout the contest for the win.

Below: Senior division and Advanced Stunt
winner, Ryan Young, seems very pleased with his
PA 75 powered Infinity. He borrowed an engine
and tank from David Fitzgerald and a prop from
Matt Colan to enable him to compete. That’s what
sportsmanship is all about!

and me. My
congratulations go out to
Ryan for his Advanced and
Senior wins.
During the course of the
Nats, a lot of guys flew
hard corners, but almost
nobody flew as hard a
corner as Ryan did
throughout the week. His
flying was certainly
impressive, and the plane
didn’t hesitate even with
such a hard corner he was
flying!
In Open, it immediately
appeared to be a contest
between Dave Fitzgerald
and Paul Walker. In the
end, Dave won the Open
Championship and flew for
the Walker Trophy against
Ryan. In the end, Dave
won his seventh Open
Championship and Nats
crown. Congrats, Dave!
Awards Banquet
At the awards banquet,
Les McDonald went up to
the podium and began
describing how some United Airlines pilot went a little crazy and
sent him a brand new RSM Thunder Gazer kit and a PA .75.
Les said he wasn’t going to build it and decided he would give
away both the plane and the engine. The PA .75 went to Ryan
Young, who was battling engine issues all week, and the Thunder
Gazer kit went to me.
Thanks, Les, and it was really nice to finally meet you! The
Thunder Gazer I am going to be building this winter. I plan on
powering it with a “Brett Buck” RO-Jett .61 and build it as a
take-apart ship.
I had a great time at the Nats! Anybody who hasn’t attended a
Nats and is considering it should go! The quality of flying was
excellent the entire week, and I was able to make new friends and
meet up with others during the week.

A new flying partner
The weekend after I got back home from the Nats, we
celebrated my 17th birthday with a party. Every year, I also put on
a little flying demo in front of the family and friends. This year,
after I flew my demo with the Trivial Pursuit, my little cousin,
Christopher, decided he wanted to try to fly.
I took out my old Smoothie, which saw the light of day for the
first time in two years, fired it up, and he got his first flying
lessons that day. On his second flight, my grandfather guided him
through a loop! I never did that until I soloed and flew level flight
and wingovers.
Maybe we have another “Next Generation” candidate in the
making!
’Till next time, fly stunt! SN
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We Have the Technology

By oel Drindak

Nats 2011 Technology Report

T

his is the twelfth annual Technology Report detailing the equipment used by the Open and Advanced fliers at the Nationals. As
usual, we passed out questionnaires at the pilots’ meeting, and almost everyone responded. A few notes on the data: The Open
and Advanced classes are combined and listed alphabetically. If you want to look at the Open fliers, the top 20, or some other
grouping, the information is there. Sorting it is left as an exercise for the reader. As before, I’m not going to analyze the data for you.
It’s more fun to do it for yourself. I’ll confine myself to a few comments:
1) Power Train—This year there were nine fliers with electric-powered planes—up from four last year. Although electric planes were
a small fraction of the entries, it’s obvious that they can compete equally with the best glow engines. Paul Walker finished second in
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Open and Bob Hunt finished sixth. Both were flying electrics. Their planes gave nothing away; the pilots were simply out-flown.
There were three fliers using four-stroke engines—about the same as the last two years. Over half the fliers surveyed used Precision
Aero engines; about half of them were PA75RE’s. The others were equally split between PA65RE’s and PA61RE’s
2) Ball Links—I was an early and ardent advocate for ball-link control systems, so I’m interested in seeing how many fliers are using
them. This year four-fifths of the fliers had ball-link control systems—up from two-thirds last year.
3) Plastic Tanks—Another item I checked on was the use of plastic tanks. About one third of the fliers are using plastic tanks.
4) Control Lines—I was curious to see how many fliers are taking advantage of the new rules to go to smaller control lines (planes
weighing less than 64 ounces can now use 0.015 braided lines). Last year five of eighteen did—this year it was thirteen of twenty-one.
One final observation—Electric power has arrived! I judge it to be fully competitive with glow power. It’s still new technology, so
there’s room for further improvement. We may see a day when having glow power is a disadvantage.
That’s’ it for my observations. Have fun analyzing the data. I hope it helps you decide what to build next. Good luck with your
next plane. SN

C. F. SLATTERY
CO.
BYRON BARKER, 2101 LOGAN
AVE., NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 948-9167, E-MAIL:
LINECONTR@AOL.COM
NEW, STUNT-TUNED: THUNDER
TIGER 36 STUNT $135.00 MAG
$130.00
PAINT STANDS, BODY JIGS, AND
ALIGNMENT JIGS
VENTURIS, TONGUE MUFFLERS,
TUBE MUFFLERS
STUNT MOTORS: MAGNUM, ST,
THUNDER TIGER
DEALERS FOR SIG, BRODAK, AND
RSM
VISA, MASTER, DISCOVER CARDS
SEND S.A.S.E. FOR CATALOG
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Aero Products
“World Class Stunt Stuff”
Custom made SV Laser cut kits;
Precision Aero Engines; Cf Props; CF
Gears & Wheel pants; Custom cut
foam wings.
Enya Engines; Magnum; Super Tiger;
OS; SAITO; Evolution engines;
Custom CC mufflers; Old Time;
Classic; Modern kits.
Send $3.00 for Catalog:
Randy Smith: Aero Products
980 Winnbrook Drive, DACULA GA
30019, USA
Ph (678) 407-9376; Fax (678) 985-5085
Web site: www.Aeroproduct.net

AEROPIPES
Bill Werwage & Randy Smith
Tuned pipes for all makes from
.25 to 1.08 Displacement
980 Winnbrook Dr.
Dacula GA 30019
(678) 407-9376
(678) 985-5085 Fax & Order Line
Used by Champions Worldwide
www.Aeroproduct.net
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Wanted: Articles and Columnists for the pages
of Stunt News.
Reward: Everlasting satisfaction that you have
contributed to the advancement and enjoyment
of the greatest hobby/sport on earth!
Seriously, we need for all our members to put on their thinking caps and come up
with something for these pages. It could be a “How-To” article about a building or
flying technique that you have developed, a contest coverage report, a personality
piece, or even a full-blown construction article on an original design model. Without
your contributions we simply will not be able to continue filling these pages with
pertinent and interesting material about the art and sport of CL Stunt flying.
We also need some new columnists. The subjects of Finishing, Building, Flying and
Competition need to be addressed on a continuing basis. If you would care to take
on the responsibility of writing one of these columns, or have an idea for another
column subject, please contact Bob Hunt via email at: robinhunt@rcn.com, or by
phone at: 610-746-0106.

We need your help – Now! Please join the ranks of those who share
information and write something for Stunt News.
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PAMPA Products Price List
Prices Effective April 2010
Please Note: Some items are now available only as a download from the PAMPA website. You can
visit the website at www.control-line.org for these items and past issues of Stunt News.
Download items may be available to PAMPA members only.

STUNT BIBLIOGRAPHY: .................................................................... 10.00
42 Page List Chronologically By Subject of (4000) Published Stunt Articles
ARTICLE REPRINTS: As Listed in Bibliography per Page ...................... .25
PAMPA PAMPHLETS:
Life Time Competition Records by Wynn Paul (20 Pages) .…………......2.00
Master Plans List by Bill Dawson (30 Pages, 600 Planes) ..…………..…3.00
Control Line Source Book by Ralph Wenzel(14 Pages, 140 Suppliers) ..2.00
PAMPA BOOKS:
Old Time Stunt Page Plans by Tom Morris (84 Pages) .......................... 8.00
Classic Era Page Plans by Tom Morris (148 pages) ............................ 12.00
Pioneers of Control Line Flying by Charles Mackey (184 pages).......... 12.00
PAMPA TEE SHIRTS: .....................................................................…..10.00
Sizes - M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (Add $1.50 for XXL and XXXL)
Colors - White, Black, Red, Sky Blue, Royal Blue, Navy, Teal
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA POLO SHIRTS: ..................................................................... $25.00
Sizes - L, XL, XXL, XXXL (Add $1.50 for XXL and XXXL)
Colors - White, Black, Red, Royal Blue
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA CAPS:...................................................................................... 10.00
Size - One size fits all
Colors - White, Black, Red, Sky Blue, Royal Blue, Navy
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA DECALS:
Small (1 1/2”Black on Clear, Fuel Proof)……............................................ .25
Full color water transfer decals Sheet with one large & two small ……....2.00
PAMPA PATCH: (Cloth 3“ Four-Color) ...................................................2.00
PAMPA PIN: (1 1/4”Metal Lapel Pin, Five-Color).................................... 4.00
PAMPA Coffee Mug ………………………………..………………………5.00
BACK ISSUES OF STUNT NEWS: (Cost for Entire Year) (# Issues)
1973 - $10 (6) 1974 - $15 (12) 1975 - $15 (12) 1976 - $15 (11) 1977 - $15
(12)1978 - $15 (9) 1979 - $10 (7) 1980 - $ 5 (2) 1981 - $15 (9) 1982 - $10
(7)1983 - $ 5 (3) 1984 - $ * (8) 1985 - $ * (9) 1986 - $15 (4) 1987 - $15
(4)1988 - $15 (3) 1989 - $30 (6) 1990 - $30 (6) 1991 - $30 (6) 1992 - $35
(7)1993 - $ * (7) 1994 - $ 10 (2) 1995 - $20 (4) 1996 - $ 6 (6) 1997 - $ 6
(6)1998 - $ 6 (6) 1999 - $ 6 (6) 2000 - $ 6 (6) 2001 - $ 6 (6) 2002 - $ 6
(6)2003 - $ 6 (6) 2004 - $ 6 (6) 2005 - $ 6 (6) 2006 - $30 (6) 2007 - $30 (6)
2008 – $30 (6) 2008 - $30 (6) 2009 - $30 (6)
* Call for prices, Prices the same for CD PDF version of

PAMPA PLANS:
ADAM'S SPECIAL by Allen Brickhaus ..........................................15.00
BEARCAT III & MUSTANG III by Al Rabe (two sheets ) .............. 15.00
BERSERKER by Noel Drindak ..................................................... 10.00
CAPRICORN by Orestes Perdomo .............................................. 15.00
CAVALIER by John Simpson (two sheets).................................... 15.00
CHALLENGER by W.E. Semler (two Sheets)............................... 15.00
CUTLASS by Jim Kostecky (two sheets)....................................... 18.00
DOCTOR by Ted Fancher............................................................. 10.00
DRAGON by J.C. Yates................................................................. 10.00
FORCE by Mike Pratt ................................................................... 10.00
GOLDEN FALCON by Chris McMillin ........................................... 15.00
GRANDPA’S BIPE by Charles Mackey ........................................ 10.00
Halmark by Gene Schaffer .................................................…....... 15.00
LANCET by Vic Carpenter ............................................................ 10.00
LEGACY 40 by Allen Brickhaus .................................................... 15.00
MADMAN by J.C. Yates................................................................ 10.00
MEDIC by Ted Fancher ................................................................ 10.00
MO’BEST by Larry Cunningham (two sheets)............................... 15.00
Moitle by Francis D. Reynolds ...........................................…….... 10.00
NAKKE by Juhani Kari................................................................... 10.00
NUTS & BOLTS by Sam Dehelean............................................... 15.00
Oriental by Dee Rice ............................................................……. 15.00
Oriental Plus by Dee Rice (two sheets).................................……. 15.00
O’TOOLE TUCKER by Don McClave….……………………………15.00
PIUMA by Bob Zambelli (two sheets) ........................................... 15.00
PROFILE NOBLER by Jim Harris ................................................. 10.00
Profile P-51D Mustang by Tom McClain .....................………....... 15.00
RUFFY by Lew McFarland ........................................................... 15.00
SATURN “Mystery Detroiter” by Don Ogren ................................. 15.00
Scared Kiten by WildBill Netzeband .....................................….… 10.00
SHAMAN by Steve Moon.............................................................. 10.00
Sharpy 29 by Carl Malmsten………………………………………… 15.00
STUKA ‘97 by Matthew Neuman (two sheets) ............................. 15.00
STUNTRESS by Joe Adamusko (two sheets)............................... 15.00
STUNT TRAINER by Pat Johnston............................................... 10.00
Super Caudron by Frank McMillan (two sheets)..……………….…20.00
TRIVIAL PURSUIT by Ted Fancher ..............................................15.00
Trophy Trainer byTom Warden.......................................……….... 15.00
Tucker 4 by Alan Resinger ..........................................…….......... 15.00
TWISTMASTER by Bob Reeves .................................................. 10.00
VALKYRIE by Harold Price (two sheets) ...................................... 15.00
VEGAS by Steve Buso ................................................................. 15.00

PAMPA COLOR BROCHURE: ................................................................ .15
(A Great Handout at Contests, Shows & Hobby Shops)

Order form on the next page.
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PAMPA News & Reports
Vice President Report
By Matt Neumann

WELL, THE ATS are now over and
what a Nats they were. One of the reasons
I like to attend the Nats is because you
never know what is going to happen. This
year did not disappoint.
Coming into this, I knew I was not quite
in sync with my plane as I had been the past
couple of years. I had planned on getting a
new one done for this Nats, but as life
would have it, that did not happen. So I
brought my tried-and-true 2007 plane again.
This is its fifth season and it is getting long
in the tooth in more ways than one.
I still have to say, however, that getting
16 points at the appearance judging after
probably a couple thousand flights and
being five years old is quite good. The
most it ever got was 18, so just dropping
two points is quite an accomplishment in
itself.
At the appearance point judging it is
always quite a sight to see all the planes
spiffed up and looking their best. I always
marvel at the quality of workmanship that
goes into our planes. As time goes by, the
quality seems to continually be going up. I
was really impressed with Kaz Minato’s
F6F Hellcat. It was hard to find the joints
of his take-apart plane. I just hope I can
come close to that with my take-apart
plane that has been on the building board
for two years now.
With appearance point judging over,
Monday night and Tuesday practices were
not that extra ordinary; just your normal
flying with friends and having a good time.
My dad and I went to see a movie Tuesday
afternoon to get out of the extreme heat,
and then I put in a few more flights that
evening before some more rest and
relaxation for the start of officials on
Wednesday.

My first flight on Wednesday went off
without a hitch. No problems, except that I
could not seem to do a good square eight
and clover for anything. Even so, I
managed to come in second behind Paul
Walker on my circle. Third place was
distant by about 30 points or so. Then
came the afternoon when I think I entered
the Twilight Zone.
As I was just getting ready to put my
plane out in the pits, a dust devil came
through the line up. It picked up several
planes and flipped them over, and those
that it did not pick up it moved. I know of
at least two that were flipped over.
One was Bob Hunt’s plane, which
unfortunately snapped the fuselage just
behind the wing. Another was Eric
Viglione’s plane which sustained damage
to the top of the rudder, the wing tip, and
the prop (a small chip). But at least it was
still airworthy. Bob had to pass on his
second flight but was able to repair the
plane before the next day. (He said it even
flew better after the repair!)
After the pits were straightened up
again, I got my plane out to get ready for
my second official flight. I borrowed a
heavy blanket from Gene Martine to drape
over my plane to make sure it stayed in
place just in case another surprise came
through. As we were talking about the
recent activity, I burped my engine and
brought the plane out to the circle for my
official flight. I gave the signal and then hit
the prop to start it.
Ninety-nine percent of the time it starts
on the first flip. It didn’t this time. I flipped
some more and it still did not start. I
choked it and still no start. After about 30
to 40 seconds I called an attempt. I knew if
my plane did not start in that time there
was something wrong—especially since I
was not getting even a single bang.
I took it back to the pits and checked it
out. I checked the plug. No problem. The
igniter was obviously fine since I got a
good glow. Hmmm. I checked the fuel.
Hey, guess what? No fuel! With all the
discussion about the little dust devil, I
forgot to fuel it! Even Kenny Stevens, who
was helping me, admitted he did not think
to fuel it. And since we see each other
several times during the year, he admitted
that he knows my start-up routine as well
as I do.

Ok, now completely embarrassed, I
fueled the plane and brought it out for the
second attempt at the second flight. I gave
my hand signal, hit the prop, and it started
just as it normally does. Only thing is I got
a little over zealous and hit the air filter
with my finger when starting the engine
and knocked it out. It rolled on the ground
behind Kenny who was launching for me.
“Ok, I already took one attempt so I
can’t take another. Well, I guess I will set
the RPM like I normally do and hope for
the best.” With the engine running about
500 RPM faster than what it should have
been, I richened it up to bring it back to my
normal launching RPM.
Off I went keeping my fingers crossed
that it would work. As it turned out, the
engine behaved itself quite well. But now I
had another question to occupy my
thoughts as I went through the pattern.
Since I had to richen it up a bunch, would I
have enough fuel? Well, just as I pulled out
of the clover it started to lean out. Yup! I
had enough fuel. Just barely, but that’s
good enough for me.
After my flight my dad said it looked
like I had a lot more power and wondered
what I had done. Then I explained what
happened. So, as it turned out, knocking
out the air filter may have been a good
thing. This time, at least.
Now that I was done flying, my family
and I went back to the motel to clean up. I
had to get to the EC meeting starting at
five that night. We had the option of eating
early or late with early winning out. While
at the restaurant, the waitress (in training)
spilled a glass of water all over the table
and my mom. At least it was just water,
and after being out in the heat, a little bit of
water being splashed on you actually felt
rather good. It was fun to watch the
waitress turn red as a beet from
embarrassment.
After eating, I left the restaurant and
went straight to the EC meeting. Upon
getting there, Bill Rich informed me that
he could not stay because they were still
tabulating and he is not supposed to leave
the L-Pad until all official functions are
done for the day. So he was going to turn
the meeting over to me to conduct.
Me?! I was hoping to go through one or
two of these things to see how they are run
first! Oh, and Bill forgot the agenda. (And
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I didn’t print mine out because, well, Bill’s
running the meeting.) Nothing like hitting
the ground running. Everyone understood
and guided me through the meeting by
letting me know what I needed to do
procedure-wise. If this happens again, at
least I will have an idea what to do. Oh,
and I will make sure I have an agenda with
me, too.
Thursday morning, Bob Hunt had his
plane back together (with some help from
Brett Buck, Will DeMauro, Buddy Wieder,
Bob McDonald, and Rich Giacobone). One
of the nice things about electrics is they
don’t get oil soaked, so they are easier to
fix in emergencies. With me, being as far
ahead of the remaining fliers as I was, I
knew all I had to do was put in an average
flight and I would be in.
Still, my competitive nature would not
allow just a “so-so” flight, but it was nice
to have a leisurely day of qualifying. But
poor Bill Rich, his day did not go as
leisurely. His day started out with a
computer glitch. It seemed the computer
wanted to do something different than the
norm. Instead of just the pilots moving
from circle 2 to circle 4 and 4 to 2, the
computer also wanted to move the judges,
as well. Not quite the way it is supposed to
be done. Then his battery went out in his
new car—for the second time!
Then a pull tester broke towards the end
of the day and needed fixing, and the
tabulation was still going slower than
expected. Fortunately, a couple of other
people volunteered to help tabulate and get
the scores done so everyone would not
have to be out there until late at night
finding out who made it to the top twenty
and who did not.
Oh, and one set of scores got lost for
one of the competitors in Advanced who
was on the “bubble” for making the top 20.
(That problem was solved by placing 21
people into the top 20 in Advanced.)
Now, for Friday: Top 20 day. To me this
is the most nerve wracking day of the
week, even more so than flying in the Top
5. You get two flights that you add together
with no throw-aways. It is “do or die” day.
The weather was similar to what we had
been having all week—variable winds both
in speed and direction. During my first
flight I had a slight breeze until the last
couple of maneuvers when it just quit. The
next person up had to move the judges 180
degrees from where I flew. Some people
had to fly at 90 degrees to the judges due
to sudden wind shifts. It was an interesting
day to fly to say the least.
Doug Moon unfortunately got snake bit
during his second flight. He apparently got
caught in a down draft in an outside square
corner, clipped the rudder, and skidded his
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plane across the pavement. Fortunately, all
This is a case that, although unfortunate,
he did was sand off a portion of his rudder
the pull test at least did its job in allowing
and nose section and chewed up his prop.
something to break before the plane was in
The plane will live to fly again.
the air. Had the lead out broken while
Then there was Kaz Minato. He drew
flying, there would have been much more
the final flight for the first round and was
damage to the plane and possibly to some
first up for the second round. This meant
bystander, as well.
he would be flying back-to-back flights.
In the end David Fitzgerald managed to
After his first flight he decided he needed
win the Nationals. Congratulations, my
to change glow plugs. Since the judges
friend! You earned it.
take a 10-minute break between rounds, he
While Bob Hunt and I were packing up
would normally have plenty of time to do
our stuff from the morning warm-up
this.
flights, Bob offered me a ride in his plane.
Unfortunately, he stripped out the
I have never flown an electric before that,
threads in the head of his engine. Instead of so I jumped at the chance. Even though the
panicking he proceeded to find another
wind was picking up, I was given the
head for his engine. He then took an
opportunity to fly his plane after the
attempt which would move him down two
competition and was quite pleased with the
places buying him some additional time.
electric system. So pleased that I can see
We kidded him saying, he set a new World
myself going to electric in the future.
Record for the fastest engine head change
When, exactly, I do not know. I still have
in history! But he was ready to go for his
fuel. I still have engines. And I still have a
second flight. This is certainly a lesson for
plane for them nearing completion on the
everyone. If something goes drastically
building board. But it may not be too far
wrong, take a deep breath, don’t panic, and off in the future.
proceed to fix the problem. Don’t say what
I was unable to attend the banquet that
you can’t do; say what can I do! My hat is
evening, but I found out later that Bruce
off for Kaz on this one. He did not panic
Perry won the Concourse award for his
and give up.
very nicely done Jester. I liked the different
At the end of the day we found out who reds and purples that he used to make the
would be our top five. Unfortunately for
“hat” on the plane. It was very tastefully
me, I was not one of them this year. I
done. Also, PJ Rowland won the Rookie of
missed out by two points to place seventh.
the Year award while flying his classic
Bob Hunt missed the big show by a quarter Gieseke Nobler. Nice job, both of you.
point! This was a very tough crowd, and
If you haven’t made it to a Nats, it is not
although I did not make it to the top five
just about winning; it is about the fun of
this year, I am still proud of what I
competition. Only one person can win the
accomplished considering the quality of
ultimate trophy. But in the end we are all
flyers and the fact that I just was not quite
winners just by participating.
in sync with the plane. Of course, Bob and
Until next time. SN
—Matt
I still got to fly the next day by having the
“honor” of warming up the judges.
Top 5 day: Even
though I was not
involved in any
competition flights, it
Quality Products for the
was still a memorable
Discriminating Modeler
day. After Bob and I flew
our warm-up flights for
• Propeller Scribes
the judges, we each were
• 2 oz and 5 oz fuel syringes with othinking, “Why didn’t we
ring plunger
fly like that yesterday?”
For me, it was probably
• Venturies for OS FP, LA 2046
the best flight I did all
• Ball Drivers and Finger Drills
week, and naturally it did
• Gasket Cutters, Line Wrappers
not count! Oh well.
• Derek Moran Line Clip Bender
As the Top 5 fliers
flew their flights, it
Write or e-mail for prices:
became obvious that it
James Lee
was going to be a bit of a
battle as usual. The only
827 SE 43rd St.
unusual excitement was
Topeka KS 66609
when Richard Oliver
Jlee@cox.net (785) 266-7714
broke a leadout on a pull
test after his first flight.

LEE MACHINE SHOP

Secretary/
Treasurer’s
Report
By Dave Gardner

A COUPLE OF QUICK OTES:
1. Several of you have tried to be
helpful when renewing your
memberships for 2011 by re-routing the
preprinted envelopes furnished in the
membership mailing. You have marked
out the given address (mine!) and written
in Noel’s address, presumably to make a
more direct mailing.
It was a good plan but thwarted by the
USPS, since the bar code at the bottom
of the envelope is for my address… and
the mail goes to the bar code, regardless
of what is written!
Additionally, it really doesn’t matter
to whom the renewal is addressed or
sent; either I have to collect the money
and send the form to Noel, or he collects
the form and sends the money to me. It’s
probably the least effective part of this
split responsibility, but it’s working!
2. We are getting well, financially! I
don’t have a year-end report for this
issue of Stunt ews, but please note that
the Treasury has funds on hand, at the
end of 2011, to cover all anticipated
expenses for the coming year! This is
due in part to all your efforts in getting
your membership renewals in before the
end of the year.
We have also kept a sharp eye and
pencil (or keyboard) on our operational
expenses, providing the membership
with all the benefits you normally
expect.
In addition, Gene Martine has done an
excellent job with our advertising
program, keeping that as a viable income
stream. PAMPA Products, under Jim
Snelson, has also become well organized
and somewhat profitable.
That said, we still have a very few
players making the show work, relative

to our overall membership. Folks,
we need your input and actions to
keep PAMPA a going concern. Our
organization may not be in need of
resuscitation, but we all need to
help sustain it. We are a diminishing
group; perhaps the last stronghold of our
wonderful part of model aviation.
Age, most notably, has reduced our
active ranks, and the gaps are not being
filled from below, as it were. Each of us,
with some small efforts, can be a source
of strength for the whole organization…
and beyond!
The following is a commentary on the
actions of one person:
In 1963, Edward Lorenz presented a
hypothesis to the New York Academy of
Science, which simply stated, “The
fluttering of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil,
amplified by atmospheric currents, could
cause a tornado in Texas two weeks
later.” Lorenz and his ideas were
literally laughed out of the conference.
Thirty years later, however, physics
professors from around the world
concluded that the “Butterfly Effect” was
authentic, accurate, and viable—it is now
known among the science community as
the “Law of Sensitive Dependence upon
Initial Conditions.” Science has shown
the Butterfly Effect to engage with the
first movement of any form of matter…
including people!
Author Andy Andrews talks about a
former Bowdoin Maine College
professor appointed as a Union Colonel
who played a major role at Gettysburg—
Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.
Chamberlain held the last line for the
high ground.
With no ammunition, his decision on
the final attack was to fix bayonets and
lead a charge into more than 400 wellarmed Confederate forces.
Eighty unarmed Union soldiers took
the 400 prisoner. Historians concur that
this particular battle decided who was to

win the war. Historians also insist that if
the South had won the war, today we
would find ourselves in a fragmented
continent much like Europe. One man
helped to shape what is today one great
country!
Andrews readily correlates the
Butterfly Effect to the individual. Simply
stated, every single thing you or I do (or
do not do) matters.
He raises several questions we can all
reflect upon: Do I make a difference?
When I act, move or do something,
should the universe notice?
In our daily lives, we should be
conscious of the Butterfly Effect,
because, as Andrews writes, “By your
hand, thousands of lives may be altered,
caught up again in a chain of events
begun by you this day.”
Collectively and individually, we all
continue to make a difference.
And, for an option for you… Keep in
mind that the position for the SecretaryTreasurer position will be vacated at the
end of 2011 because I took the position
for one term (2 years) over 3 years ago.
It’s time for new and (hopefully)
younger blood to handle this position.
Please note that I have no higher
aspirations within PAMPA. I’m again
putting out an early “heads-up,” because
it takes a bit of transition time, with
moving the money around and possibly
establishing a new bank setup, along
with a new set-up for managing credit
cards. It just takes some deliberate
planning… a bit like a retirement move!
All you need is to be somewhat
fiscally literate with a good set of ethics
and a desire to “give back” to PAMPA
and the hobby/sport for all the years of
services and benefits it has given out.
You don’t have to be a “brain” or a
financial whiz to manage it—just some
attention to detail—and that’s just what
you do when you build your models,
isn’t it!?
Have good air and tight lines!

SN
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Membership
Report

By Noel Drindak

HERE’S A UPDATE on our membership. As of July, we have
734 US Members and 135 International Members for a total of
869 members. Last year at this time, we had 778 US Members
and 135 International Members for a total of 913 members, so
we’re down 44 members from last year.
I don’t know of any particular reason—I have no feedback
from departing members. It may be the economy or maybe we’re
fewer in numbers, but our membership has been on a downward
trend for a number of years. If we continue on our current glide
path (losing about 50 members a year), PAMPA probably won’t
last 10 years.
We need to grow PAMPA—it’s getting harder to fill positions
(both elected and voluntary). We seem to recycle a small number
of leaders through the various positions, until they’re burned out.
We need to bring in new people to become leaders. Our members
need to get involved in growing PAMPA—I don’t think we’ll
grow otherwise.
We have several initiatives under consideration. One has been
approved by the Executive Committee—we’re going to have
another Gift Membership Program in 2012. I’ll lay out the details
of the program, and then I’ll talk about a number of points.
The 2012 Gift Membership Program will allow each paid-infull PAMPA member to give a friend or flying buddy a 2012
PAMPA membership for half price. Members who received a gift
membership in 2011 cannot receive one this year. Also, because
they received a half-price membership, they aren’t eligible to
give one.
Gift memberships cannot be used as renewals, nor can they be
given to recent members (who are in the database). The program
will run from the start of renewal season in September 2011 to 1
January 2012. The 2011 Gift Membership brought in 30 new
members—I’m hoping we can double that in 2012.
This program has been much discussed. I’d like to talk to a
few of the key points:
• The Gift Membership Program is not a financial burden to
PAMPA. Our Treasurer, Dave Gardener, was the first to
sign off on it. If PAMPA dies, it won’t be because of what
we spent on the Gift Membership Program.
• Some see the Gift Membership Program as a giveaway of
members’ dues. I see it as a recruitment expense. It benefits
PAMPA, the new member, and the member giving the
membership. He gets to give a friend a gift for half price.
• To me the most important feature of the program is that it
involves the members in growing PAMPA. I don’t think we
can be successful in growing PAMPA without involved
members.
• In 2011, there was concern that members would game the
system to get half-price memberships for people who didn’t
qualify for the program. It didn’t happen. Our members are
better than that. I turned down a few applications, but
mostly for people who didn’t understand the program.
On another note, I thought members might like to know the
breakdown of our various membership options. Our members
still like to read Stunt ews as a magazine—42% choose First
Class Mail, and 47% opt for Bulk Mail. That’s almost 90% who
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still get a printed magazine. The other 10% are pretty equally
split between online and CD members (some buy both the
magazine and the CD). Many of the online members are
International Members, probably because the price of the
magazine overseas is $90.
A few years ago, we had a big debate about offering CD’s as
an option to the magazine. It turns out that CDs are not a popular
option. Interestingly, the cost of providing a CD membership is
more than providing the magazine. (We actually lose a little bit
on the CDs.)
One more thing I’d like to touch on—I’m often asked what a
Comp Member is (it appears on the front of the membership
application). Comp Member stands for Complementary Member.
We offer members of the PAMPA Hall of Fame a complementary
membership—the HOF box is for them. Only a few take
advantage. Many continue to support PAMPA by paying for their
membership—others are out of touch with PAMPA or are no
longer interested.
The AMA CB box is for members of the AMA Contest Board.
They are also offered a complementary membership. Again, only
a few take advantage. Again, most support PAMPA by paying for
their membership. We used the abbreviations on the application
to save space, but it created confusion for some. We’ll spell
things out on the 2012 application.
Think of a friend or flying buddy you’d like to make a
member of PAMPA. A Gift membership would be a nice
Christmas present. SN

2012 Gift
Membership Program
• During the 2012 renewal period each paid-in–full
PAMPA member will be able to give a friend or flying
buddy a PAMPA membership for half price.
• Members who received a gift membership in 2011
cannot receive (or give) one this year
• Gift memberships cannot be used as renewals, nor
can they be given to recent members (who are in the
database).
• The program will run from September 1 to January 1.
• Use the Gift Membership Application on the next
page.

2012 Gift PAMPA Membership Application
Please print legibly.

Conditions
x

Each paid-in–full PAMPA member can give a friend or flying buddy a 2012 PAMPA
membership for half price.

x

Members who received a gift membership in 2011 cannot receive (or give) one for 2012.

x

Gift memberships cannot be used as renewals, nor can they be given to recent members
(who are in the database).

x

The program will run from September 1, 2011 to January 1, 2012.

Name of Gift Recipient: ________________________________ AMA No.______________ Age: ____
Mailing Address: __________________________________Email______________________________
City: _________________________________________State:____________Nation:_______________
ZIP Code + 4 (or Postal Code):________________________Telephone: ______-_______-_________
E-Mail address: ___________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Name of Gift Donor: __________________________________________________________________

Membership Choices (Check One)

Method of Payment

Basic - Internet access only

$12.50

Check

US Member – Bulk Mail

$22.50

Check No.

US Member – First Class Mail

$27.50

Credit Card: (only Visa and MC are acceptable)

US Compact Disk

$22.50

Credit Card No:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Canada / Mexico First Class

$32.50

Expiration:

(Mo./Yr)

International First Class Mail

$45.00

V-Code:

(3 digits)

International Compact Disk

$25.00

Signature:

Mail to: Noel Drindak
PAMPA Membership Chairman
180 Lake Hill Road
Burnt Hills, NY 12027-9403

M.O.

Cash
Date:

-

-

__ __

-

/

__ __

__ __ __

Phone:

518-399-5939

Email:

drindak@gmail.com
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District I
By Will Moore

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont

Editors ote: In the District 1 column in
the July/August issue of Stunt ews we did
not run the photos that Will had supplied
to go along with the text of that column. It
was a mistake on my part and I apologize
to Will, the members of District 1 and all
PAMPA member who enjoy reading the
columns and looking at the photos. We are
presenting those missing photos here
along with the appropriate captions.
Please take a look at the text portion of
Will’s last column to get the entire story.
—Bob Hunt.

Will Moore’s electric Shark.

Dave Cook, the master.

District I Fun-Fly.

Dick Carville’s Cheri.

Norm’s Falcon.

Dave Adelman with Bruss’s Super Kestrel.

Vecter 40s.

The electrics.

Bill Hummel.
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Chris Sarnowski.

Damien Sheehee, the Chef.

O JUE 11 the New England Stunt
Team was invited to a Boy’s Day event at
the Wrentham MA Fair Grounds. The idea
was to introduce people to our hobby and
give them demonstration flights. It was a
sort of community Fair, supported by the
Boy Scouts. They had concession booths
open for food and drinks. There were
some activities that families could get
involved in. A live DJ/band was playing
on the open air sound stage. There was
quite a crowd, even though the weather
did not cooperate, as it either drizzled or
rained for the entire day.

control line model.
What the Boy Scouts Organization did
was sell or distribute tickets that everyone
could use at the Fair. If you had six tickets,
you could be inside the circle and
experience a flight. Dick Carville kindly
volunteered to be the instructor. Soon
there were several young people interested
in a demonstration flight. Dick encouraged
them to hold the handle with him and sort
of feel what it was like. I was trying to live
this vicariously. It took me back to when I
first learned to fly. I cannot remember the
plane, but it had a solid balsa wing and a
lifting airfoil. I remember learning how to
fly with it, and then later I moved up to the
Ringmaster and then the profile Sterling
Mustang and Yak-9. I must have built and
flown dozens of those airplanes before I
got involved with contests and precision
aerobatics, and the pattern. I started flying
at eight years old.

Instructor Dick Carville taking off.

Matt Colan and his grandfather.

Dick Greg and friends in the circle.

Dick Carville’s Mustang.
Matt Colan and his Ares.

Finalists with family members.

Dick Carville’s PT-19.

We did the best we could, considering
the weather, but it ended up that we had to
leave early because of the rain. But we did
get in some flights. Several canopies were
set up to deal with the weather. We all
brought some casual flying airplanes. Dick
Carville brought his outstanding
Mustang and PT-19 for show. He also
brought a Ringmaster in case someone
wanted to see what it was like to fly a

Our District I crew on Boy’s Day.

New pilot, Greg Smith.

I think we forget what an unforgettable
lasting impression such an experience can
be in young minds. You have to start
somewhere, and that is the best time. I do
not know whether this hobby of ours is a
dying one or not, but I do know that if we
do not do something like this, it will die.
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We are losing people, and we are losing
flying sites. We can solve the flying field
loss. Flying sights can be procured if we
keep the flying quietly. I do that by flying
electric.
I fly anywhere I want to where I have a
circle that has a diameter of at least 150
feet. I fly behind police stations, the
outfields of baseball fields, and high
school activity fields. No one ever
questions or stops me. They are only
amazed at what they see the airplane do
and how it does it so quietly. There is no
sound pollution nor environmental
pollution.
But what about the loss of “people” in
the hobby? What are we going to do about

District II

that? Growing this hobby has been a topic
of discussion and a challenge for years
now.
We have to stop talking and actually
start doing something if this hobby is to
survive. It will involve time—which this
current world of ours does not allow us to
have a lot of—and some sacrifice in
spending one-on-one time to tutor
someone enough so that they develop the
passion necessary to continue. Maybe
that’s the reason people do not come into
the hobby. They do not have enough time.
We can save time with—OK, here goes—
ARF’s and ARC’s. Maybe even, Ready-toFly airplanes. We have to address the
realities of our modern lives. We are no

longer living in the ’50s and ’60s. We
must embrace the new technologies at our
feet. OK, discuss!
With this report are also a few pictures
of Matt Colan’s airplanes at the Nats.
Matt placed 2nd in Senior, which is
fantastic! Congratulations, Matt! Talk
about one-on-one; Matt’s enthusiasm and
love of this hobby probably came from the
attention his grandfather gave him. It
works. We just have to do it. Matt is
coming up fast, and it’s great to see him
advancing so nicely.
Our next report will have the results of
the contest in the Berkshires in Lee, MA,
as well Wrentham, MA. Enjoy the rest of
the flying season, and please, fly safe. SN

New Jersey, New York

By Bud Wieder
I ATTEDED three Nationals in a row in
the early sixties, traveling to Dallas,
Texas, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, and
Glenview, Illinois. The memories were
great, and the lifelong friendships I
made are special to me. I have now
attended the last six Nats in Muncie, and
the common dominator between the old
and the new is that the friendships are still
building. Some of the special people in my
life from the sixties are still my friends to
this day. The biggest difference that I see
from the “old” days and “now” is that
everyone is more open and willing to
share. Gone are the days of the secret paint
mixtures, “special” airfoils, and homebrewed fuel.
When I was a kid, asking a question
of a flier and getting a satisfactory answer
was like pulling teeth. And you may or
may not have even received an answer at
all. Today, everyone is willing to help
solve your special problem or give advice
that can really help.
After being away from the event for
forty-five years, my first big contest was
the Brodak Fly-In a few years back. In the
old days I used a five-inch spacing handle
and a three-inch bellcrank. The airplane I
was flying at that Brodak contest was
a John Simpson-designed Cavalier with
Tom Morris controls. The four-inch
bellcrank and the five-inch E-Z-Just
handle yielded way too much control
movement for the amount of input that I
gave. Everything just felt too fast! Two
guys that I had never met before, or even
talked to at that point, were Joe Adamusko
and Kent Tysor. They saw that I was
having problems and asked if they could
help me out. They saw that I was over
controlling the plane in all my
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maneuvers. I just figured that I needed a
lot more practice. These two great
guys disappeared and returned about
twenty minutes later with a new small
handle that they got for me. The results
were dramatic. I don’t remember where I
finished in that contest, but the thing is, in
the old days I don’t think that help would
have been offered.
Guys like Joe and Kent really care
and are willing to share and give back, as
are most of the guys in our hobby
today. Guys that I’ve met at the Nationals
in recent years, like Frank McMillan,
Mike Scott, Gene Martine, and Warren
Tiahrt (to name just a few) are willing to
share knowledge and give back. I may
only see these guys once a year, but it’s
one of the reasons that I look forward to
next year’s Nats.
This year’s ats was a competitor’s
dream. There were a few missing big
names, but there were also a few returning
guys like Bob Hunt and Paul Walker. The
weather on the “L” pad was great! The
winds were low, and except for a few days
with excessive heat, everything else
seemed to go very smoothly.
One of the greatest improvements I
saw this year was the condition of the
grass circles. In the past, unless your stunt
ship was set up properly for flying on a
grass surface, finding a place to practice
while the RC Scale guys were still
competing was tough. This year the grass
was cut very low, and practicing on those
circles was wonderful.
The last thing that I wanted to
mention was the discovery of a place
called Steak-N-Shake. (You didn’t
“discover” it; I forced you to go there

kicking and screaming.—Ed.). They make
the best milk shakes that I have ever
tasted, so if you are planning on attending
the Nats next year and like milk shakes, it
should be one of your priorities.
ow join me on a trip down memory
lane. Some of you may remember an East
Coast young-gun by the name of Frank
Pisz. Frank flew stunt and combat in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, and captured
the National Junior Combat Champion
crown flying a Riley Wooten-designed
Quicker in 1961 at the Willow Grove, PA,
Nats. Frank and his dad were members of
the Union Model Airplane Club (UMAC),
which was the biggest one around in the
Northeast in those days.

This photo of Frank Pisz Jr. and his dad, Frank
Sr. appeared in Model Airplane News shortly
after Frank Jr. won the 1961 Nats Junior
Combat title.

You could always easily spot Frank
on the flying field, because he always
wore a straw cowboy hat. I can vividly
remember watching Frank fly combat and
how he set up his opponents for the kill. In
all the contests I saw him compete in, I
don’t ever remember seeing him out-flown
by an opponent. He was a tenacious
competitor in the combat circle and a
gentle, easy-going young man outside the
circle.
Frank thought nothing about riding
his ten-speed bike from Union, New
Jersey, to my parent’s house in Parsippany
(probably about twenty-five miles each
way), so we could swim in our pool and
hang out for the day. Frank just recently
retired from a career in engineering and is
in the process of building a full-size kit
airplane, as well as an Ares CL stunt
model, like the one that he flew so well in
competition many years ago. The full-size
plane that Frank is building is a Zenith
CH750 on Amphibious Floats.

A few years ago Larry Scarinzi and I
set Frank up when he was back for a
visit. We asked him to get the handle
of one of Larry’s airplanes from circle one
at the Circle Burners’ flying field and take
it to the pit. Before he could do that, Larry
started the engine and I launched it with
Frank frantically saying, “No!” Wouldn’t
you know it; Frank flew the whole flight
without incident. He did a bunch of
maneuvers, flew inverted, and never
missed a beat. We only get to see each
other about once a year, but it’s like
we never were apart. Some things just
never change. The photo of Frank and me
was taken a couple of years back when he
was visiting.

Above: Frank
Pisz (L) and Bud
Wieder flew
together in
the 1960’s
and here
they pose
together for
a photo
during a
recent visit
by Frank.
They
haven’t
changed a
bit! Bob
Hunt Photo.

Speaking of the Union Model
Airplane Club, another UMAC alumni
who has been making a comeback in the
control line flying circles is Frank
Imbriaco. After a long RC sabbatical, he’s
back with us. Frank’s latest projects
include an electric-powered RD-1 profile
stunter and an ARF SV-11 that he has also
converted to electric power.
Like Frank Pisz he also has a National
Championship crown in combat flying. He
won that Senior Combat title at the 1969
Willow Grove Nats, where he also flew in
the Senior CL Stunt event. Check out the
photo of Frank with his John D’Ottaviodesigned Falcon II.

Frank Imbriaco prepares to start his John D’Ottaviodesigned Falcon II at the 1969 Nats, where he also
flew in and won the Senior Combat event. Photo by
Don Schultz.

Above: Frank has always
been an excellent builder,
and this photo of his
Falcon II at Willow Grove
in 1969 shows that to
good effect. Photo by Don
Schultz.

That’s one big model airplane, fella! Frank Pisz sent
along a few photos of the full-size Zenith CH750 that
he is building. Obviously, Frank is a craftsman of the
highest order. Hopefully, he’ll find a few spare hours
to work on his new Ares stunter, as well!

I get the chance to
fly stunt with Frank
quite often these
days. He’s improving
rapidly and is
moving up the ranks
quickly. SN
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District III
By Patrick Rowan
OCE AGAI, the Brodak Fly-In was
held the week before Father’s Day. A good
time was had by all. Mike Palko from the
Philadelphia area won PA Expert. Dan
Banjock, also from the Philly area, took
2nd. Dan also won OTS Expert, as well.

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia

Left: Alan Buck is
shown holding
his Jamison OTS
entry. Hammett
photo.

Left: Dan
Banjock and
Mike Palko
holding Dan’s
giant Bi Slob.
Hammett photo.

Here’s Bill Stewart’s PA .40-powered Stiletto.
Stewart photo.

Scott Richlen at the Brodak Fly-In. Dalton Hammett photo.
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Bill Stewart with his Pathfinder at the Brodak Fly-In. Hammett photo.

Here’s Christy Williams holding her Twister.
Hammett photo.

David Felinczakis shown getting ready to put in a
flight at Brodak. Hammett Photo.

Eric Keller with his Viking OTS entry. Hammett
photo.

Here’s Dan Banjock with his Madman OTS. Dan
took 1st place in OTS Expert. Scott Richlen photo.

Joe Reinhard holding his ST .51-powered Plano.
Joe is a great builder. Columbus Newsletter.

Jon Gladfelter holding his Pro Smoothie OS .35 .
Hammett photo.

Jennifer Fedorick with her Tutor. Hammett photo.

Here are Denny Thomas JR and SR. Hammett
photo.
Dalton Hammett holds his profile entry. Elwyn Aud
photo.

Joe Maxwell with his ARF Nobler. Hammett photo.
Dick Hodge with his Twister. Hammett photo.

Here’s Ken Armish holding his Pathfinder profile
entry. Hammett photo.

Till next time, Fly Stunt.SN
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District IV
By Steve Fitton

HERE WE ARE, wrapping up June and
July, and the biggest contests of the season
have already come and gone. District IV
members had to shake off not getting
much practice in the capricious spring
weather and get down to business. Now,
we pretty much have the whole rest of the
summer to goof off. Well, most of the
summer; by the next issue I will have
pictures and results from the Eastern
Shore’s Jim Coll contest in mid-August.
The month of June is pretty much
synonymous with the Brodak Fly-In if you
live anywhere east of the Mississippi. This
year was no exception, as the week
leading into Father’s Day saw at least a
dozen, if not more, District IV people
having a great time and doing very well at
the Fly-In. Once again, school conflicts
prevented me from attending, and I am
indebted to photos from Will Davis,
Elwyn Aud, and Scott Richlen to help tell
some of our members’ exploits at the
contest.
As always, John Brodak had a well-run
contest under the leadership of CD’s Tom
Hampshire and Allen Brickhaus, and the
contest was once again blessed by weather
that remained primarily sunny and
relatively calm almost the entire time. One
of the high points of the event was John
Brodak’s induction into the AMA Hall of
Fame for his many contributions to sustain
control line as a viable event. Other high
points included the antics of the Philly
guys with their new gigantic toy, and the
Junkyard Wars guys getting almost Nats
level performance out of their orange crate
models! A more somber moment was the
recognition at the contest of our friends
who were remembered for their passing
this year, including District IV members,
Willis Swindell and Larry Fulwider. We
won’t forget you guys…
I wanted to touch on a few of the
highlights some of our District IV
members achieved at Brodaks. I know I
have missed a few items from here and
there that will have to wait until the final
contest report makes it into S and the
websites; there is a lot to sift through! A
“Well done!” goes out to Bill Mandakis
first off for his third place in PAMPA
Intermediate and a second plane in Classic
Intermediate. I know he has that red TBird working better and better! Also,
congrats to young Lydia Moore, who won
first place in the Jr category for Beginner
stunt with her pink “Girls Fly Stunt”
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Delaware, District of Columbia,
Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia
Tomahawk. Local pilot Phil
Spillman garnered a second
place in Nostalgia 30 Expert
while John Tate gathered a third
place in Classic Advanced and a
second place in PAMPA
Advanced. These names just
scratch the surface of all our
district people who were there
and had an awesome time.
Fortunately, we have plenty of
pictures to help recognize those
who enjoyed this fabulous
event.
Right: The hosts of the Brodak Fly-In,
John Brodak and his lovely wife Buzz,
at the presentation of his AMA Hall of
Fame award. Will Davis photo

Above: The obligatory “Carolina Gang”
picture, which as usual has had some of
the Carolina gang wander off to be
replaced by pretty much anybody who
happens by. The Metrolina Club welcomes
anybody! Alan Buck, Will Davis, John Tate,
Watt Moore, Artie Jessup and Jim
Catavenis are in back, with Sam Bolton,
Col. Duckworth, and Scott Bolton flanked
by the two CDs, Tom Hampshire and Allen
Brickhaus. Will Davis photo.
Right: Tim Stagg with his outstanding
electric-powered T-33 profile model. Will
Davis photo.

Terry McDowell carries out his OTS entry. Will Davis photo.

Brodak’s has sprouted a complete forest of
canopies these days. Here, Scott Richlen’s
Silver Lancer rests under one while Dick
Houser catches some rest, as well. Scott
Richlen photo.

Lydia Moore receives her first place
award for Jr Beginner Stunt. William
Davis photo.

Scott Richein’s PA-powered Silver Lancer takes
off on a flight in Expert. Elwyn Aud photo.

Artie Jessup outside John Brodak’s shop with his Aero Tiger .36powered Vector 40. Will Davis photo.
Bill Mandakis with his nice Thunderbird.
William Davis photo.

Alan Buck’s grandson looks like he is ready to
reenact Slim Pickens’s A-Bomb ride on the
giant Philly Bi-Slob. William Davis photo.

Lydia Moore holds her dad’s awesome F4U-1D Corsair as the 4stroke engine comes to life. Will Davis photo.
John Tate collects his second place award
for PAMPA Advanced. William Davis
photo.

William Davis’s SV-11 ARC with the retro David Pearson paint job
and a really nice ST .60 taking the place of the 429 cubic-inch
engine. Will Davis photo.

Bub Reese and Gary Lutz came up from the
Hagerstown area of Maryland to enjoy the
Brodak Fly-In. Here, Bub gets some recognition
from Allen Brickhaus. William Davis photo.

The first week of July saw a tiny
fraction of the District IV
members at Muncie, Indiana, for
the 2011 Nats. This year, Kent
Tysor decided to trade his Strega
for a judge’s shirt and clipboard
and judge at the Nats. Kent is to
be commended for taking a year
to give back to the event by
judging, and the experience and
training he received at the Nats
makes him a better judge for the
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many local contests where he works.
Recent Nats have seen a push by the
assistant event director to make sure that
every district is included at the Nats for
judging. Kent will be returning to the
flying circle for the 2012 Nats, so, if you
have ever considered judging for the
Nats, this would be the time to step up!
Persons interested can contact either me
or the Assistant Event Director for the
2012 Nats, Derek Barry.
I mentioned that there was a tiny
fraction of our district represented at the
Nats. As far as I can tell, I was the only
other District IV member present. (As a
programming note, if you are from
District IV and were at the Nats, let me
know if I missed you and I can cover your
adventures in the next issue!) With a lot
of help and coaching from Eric Viglione,
Derek Barry, Randy Smith, and a host of
others, I was lucky enough to qualify Top
20 in my first Nats in Open. I also learned
a huge amount of what additional trim
and power train work is required on my
new Dreadnought to make it more
competitive; I will be better next time!
A few final thoughts from Muncie…
Jim Aron showed poise and grace under
the worst of conditions when his 20-point
Systrema crashed during practice due to a
broken elevator horn. It was
heartbreaking to see the model go in, yet
at the same time you had to admire the
sheer guts of a guy to bring a 20-point
and Concours winning plane back for a
second time. Jim builds them to fly, not to
sit and be admired, and that’s really what
the event is supposed to be: Build an
incredible plane, and then risk it by flying
the heck out of it. Less heralded but even
more painful in a real sense was John
D’Ottavio’s loss of his plane in practice
earlier in the day. The motor quit directly
overhead, and the 85-year-old John
scrambled with NFL speed to regain line
tension, ended up tripping and sprawled
out full length on the scorching hot
pavement, still desperately flying the
plane. John finally lost the battle and the
plane sustained much more damage then
John did falling, but John bore the
crushing disappointment without
complaint and was ready to repair the
model. Stunt may have more than its fair
share of babies in its ranks, but it also has
more than its share of people of great
character, integrity, and sportsmanship, as
well.
The rest of the summer awaits. With
any luck we will see everybody at the Jim
Coll and Northern VA contests in August
and September, and down at Huntersville
to wrap up the season this October. Have
fun! SN
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Kent Tysor volunteered to judge at this year’s Nats. Here he is on the left next to Steve Smith and Mark
Overmeier as they watch Bud Wieder launch Sina’s Impactmaster during the Advanced Finals.

A view from inside the 180 Building, as the pilots file back in after the meeting. Your columnist’s plane is a
speck in the very, very back.

Walker Cup winner David Fitzgerald’s Thundergazer waits for its last flight during “Top Five” action. Dave
would go on to win another championship on this day.

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee

District V
By Eric Viglione

WELL, THE COR was knee high by
the 4th of July in Muncie, so I guess we’ll
be eating corn and pumping diluted gas
into our cars for the foreseeable future.
On a more (slightly) serious note, the
2011 AMA Nationals is in the history
books. Hats off to our President and 2011
Nats ED Bill Rich and all his helpers for
doing a bang-up job.
District V had several fliers in the
various classes, though I didn’t get over to
the grass circles much to see what was
going on. I’m sure complete results will be
elsewhere in this issue for the official and
unofficial events alike.
A couple of items I was made aware of
and am proud to announce is that Derek
Barry’s son Gavin won Beginner stunt.
That makes three generations of National
Champions in various skill classes for that
family, I believe. Congrats, Barrys all!

All the Jr./Sr. Beginner contestants with their awards.

Wayne and Jim Smith, with Sam Niebel, Don Ogren,
and Jim Lee, in line for appearance judging.
(Viglione photo.)

Gavin Barry takes 1st in Jr/Senior Beginner. Another
Barry Nats champ!

Bob Whitney is shown on the OTS circles with his
Big Job. (Martine photo.)

Grandpa Dale’s gesture indicates some flight advice
for young Gavin.

Appearance judging and pilots’ meeting
was the usual fare, with no real problems.
There were lots of good looking planes,
and District V made a good showing in
the180 building.
Derek Barry was in the 16-point row,
the Smith Brothers’ (Jim and Wayne)
Tracers were in the 15-point row, Sam
Niebel’s P-47 got 13 points, and I upped
my personal best and moved up to the 15point row with my new Rapier.
Perennial qualifier Randy Smith bowed
out of flying this year to help Bill Rich
with administrative duties. Thanks,
Randy! It did not go unnoticed.

Derek gets his Dreadnought weighed by Randy
Smith. (Viglione photo.)

Eric Vigliones’ Rapier ekes out an extra point over
last year’s bird in the 15-point row. (Viglione photo.)
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One bizarre and unfortunate occurrence
that you may have already read about on
the web is that a dust devil came up at the
Circle 1 and 2 pit flightline on the first day
of qualifying between rounds 1 and 2. It
broke Bob Hunt’s new electric Crossfire in
half. Sparky (Robert Storick) was there to
catch his ship, and Matt Neumann almost
caught my Rapier … but was only in time
to steady it after it had already done a
forward flip. Fortunately, the 3-blade prop
I was using saved the front end and
canopy, so the only damage was cosmetic
to the rudder and outboard wingtip.
Don Ogren made a great showing in
Ronnie Thompson in line at the 180 Building.
Advanced taking 11th place, sans
(Viglione photo.)
appearance points! I told you that it would
be okay in the end, Don, and I’m glad you
Thanks also should go out to three
District V judges who made the trip just to entered your backup ship. Muncie
gremlins had gotten into Don’s formerly
work hard in the sun all day. So, to Les
smooth-running engine, and he chased an
McDonald, Ronnie Farmer, and Dale
unsteady needle all day. He finally lost his
Barry (and Gavin Barry, score runner):
Mackey Gobbleschwantz in practice, and
THANK YOU! Appreciation also extends
his backup ship was a profile ARF. Ronnie
to all the other volunteers who make the
Thompson also was seen in Advanced,
Nats happen.
taking 25th.
Sam Neibel was another victim bit by
Muncie gremlins and had a wing fold in
his new electric Tracer during practice. It
didn’t crash; he just ran out the battery
with a lot of dihedral. This was followed
shortly by Uncle Jim’s Tracer folding in
similar fashion. It seems they had moved
the spar back on their three new-design
Tracers to make room for the battery and
notched the spar a bit too much for the
bellcrank. Grandpa Wayne decided not to
push his Tracer, and all three of them flew
their “wet” backup ships.
Sam flew his backup P-47 in Advanced
to 26th place. (This is the same P-47 Sam
flew last year but was converted to an OS
four-stroke from electric, and it lost a
Judge Ronnie Farmer and head judge Mark
whole pound!) They repaired Sam’s EOvermier.
Tracer wing in time to practice for Senior,
as Sam wanted to
fly the new ship
instead of the P-47,
but there must have
been some Muncie
gremlins still left in
the electric motor…
since the motor shut
off overhead for no
apparent reason
(maybe sun-spots
flipped a bit in his
ESC?), then restarted in full-tiltboogie mode over
Judges Dale Barry, Les McDonald, Kent Tysor, Steve Smith, and score runner
Sam’s head and
Gavin Barry say cheese. (Barry photo.)
planted itself in lots
The flying … Well, there was lots of it.
of small pieces on the other side of the
Some great, some good, and then there
circle during a practice flight.
was mine… Hey, there’s always next year. Interestingly, the lines broke in four places
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on impact at all the wrapped terminations.
So, it was back to the P-47 after all for
Sam in Senior. Sam did the best I’ve seen
him fly the P-47 but had to settle for third.
I’m still quite proud of Sam for sticking
with it through all the gremlins with an
excellent attitude and a smile.

Sam demonstrates good hourglass entry. (Viglione
photo.)

Wayne and Jim Smith flew their
backup Tracers well but did not make top
20 this year. Jim was heard mumbling
something about “…if only I had a little
more fuel…” Evidently, he was putting up
a barn burner and ran out of fuel for the
clover. His score would have been truly
impressive with pattern points and a
clover of any value. Sorry Jim.

All the Seniors with their grandfathers: Matt Colan
with grandpa Don Herdman, Sam Niebel with
Wayne Smith, and Ryan Young with Bill Rutherford.
(Viglione photo.)

My own performance was less than
stellar. Stalwart friends Randy Smith,
Derek Barry, and Steve Fitton helped me
trim out some plane and handle issues on
my new plane. Thanks guys. That left me
with no excuses other than not enough
stick time. I choked a bit after the

nothing on the table and should be
commended for his efforts. One of these
days, Derek, that trophy is going to have
your name on it.

infamous dust devil dinged my plane, and
it was too much of a deficit to make up,
even though my flying had improved by
day two.

Gene demonstrates his game face during inverted
flight. (Viglione photo.)

On Top Five day, Dale gets the honors. (Viglione
photo.)

Your illustrious District V rep hard at work. (Fitton
photo.)

About Gene Martine, what can I say;
his flying is getting better with age. I
know that’s not how it’s supposed to work.
Maybe retirement agrees with Gene?
Either way, Gene put up some of his best
stuff yet and qualified a personal best of
16th overall. Way to go Gene!
His SV-11, recently upgraded to a PA
.75, might have seemed a fool’s errand,
seeing how his PA .65 ran so sweet.
However, even if the benefit was only
psychological, or some minor run
characteristic, it’s hard to argue with the
results. I watched Gene fly several times,
including warming up the judges, and it
was obvious Gene meant business.

Dale Barry and Brett Buck keep a watchful eye in
the pits. (Fitton photo.)
Dale Barry gets his 2nd OTS plaque from Paul
Walker at the banquet. (Martine photo.)

Derek Barry takes home his fourth place award.
(Martine photo.)
Derek Barry demonstrates what good
sportsmanship and parenting is all about, as Gavin
gets to launch on an official. Good launch, Gavin!
(Viglione photo.)

Gene Martine warms up the judges with a launch
from Stan Powell. (Viglione photo.)

Derek Barry did our district proud once
again, making it into the Top Five. I stayed
for Saturday morning and watched every
Top Five flight from behind the judges. I
honestly had him pegged as the winner by
a Georgia country mile. Hard to tell
sometimes what magic happens on those
score sheets… But no matter what is said
after the fact, I can tell you Derek left

Les McDonald passes on a PA .75 and pipe to
Senior and Advanced winner Ryan Young of Texas.
(Martine photo.)
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Daddy’s girl, Layla Barry, registers her opinion on
Nats Top Five day judging. Everyone’s a critic!
(Martine photo.)

A quick note from William Davis of
District IV:

Les McDonald also gives RSM Thundergazer kit to second-place senior Matt Colan. (Martine photo.)

“I spent this weekend (July 16-17) in St
Augustine, Fl. Curtis Comer is down here
on vacation. We got together with some of
the guys to do some flying and conduct a
little stunt clinic. We had great weather,
perfect wind, and cool temperatures.
Attached is a picture of our group.”
Thanks William! The boys over there
are always good company; looks like you
had a good session.

US diplomacy at work, as Gavin Barry, Derek Barry, and PJ Rowland mug it up for the camera at the
banquet. (Martine photo.)

Bill Rich MC’s the banquet after a job well done.
(Martine photo.)
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The gang meets at the field of dreams. TJ and
TomWeedman, William Davis, Ron Sharpton, Jim
Catavenus, and Curtis Comer. (Davis photo.)

Until next time, See ya on the circle! SN

Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri

District VI
By Allen Brickhaus

THIS MOTH I will cover the local
scene without a contest, the Windy City
Classic run by the Circle Cutters and the
Michael Schmitt family, plus the May
event in Huntersville, North Carolina and
the 2011 AMA Nationals held at Muncie
this summer.SN

The bottom view is the sky-blue of a typical German
paint scheme to hide from Allied gunners.

Charlie Reeves is shown with his 1966 Shark 45
which he outscored Lew McFarland at the same
year Nationals. Charlie was second, while Lew was
third.

Jim also handles the bottom side-view with the
same skill as what we see from the top.

The Volunteer nose is just as pretty.

This is one of the first flights on this magnificent Lew
McFarland design.
Charlie Reeves’ bench shows off the cowl area on
his new rendition of his earlier ’66 version.

Here is the top view of his Shark 45, finished in the
German markings as in 1966.

Vanessa and father Scott Pahlow are scene at the
Windy City

Jim Lynch is also reprising his 1973 Flying Models
magazine’s Volunteer publication.

Charlie Reeves, Tom Luper and Allen Brickhaus as
the top three OTS pilots at the Huntersville, North
Carolina, May contest.
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Left is Bill Allen with his new
Fancherized Twister at the Windy
City Classic held in the upper
North Chicago area.

Below are Jim Schuett and Jim
Renkar kibitz at the Windy City
Classic site found not too far from
Woodfield Mall in Schaumburg.

Jordan Segal is practicing a day prior to the Michael
Schmitt Windy City Classic contest held on the
Memorial Day weekend in the Schaumburg, Illinois
area (Chicago).

Michael Schmitt is sneaking off the field with his
profile stunt model a day before his contest at the
Ned Brown Woods flying site.
Crist Rigotti taking his new electric-powered model
through its paces at the Windy City Classic.

Shown is William (Bill) Allen with his new Randy
Smith ARC Vector. Bill is powering the model with a
Randy Smith PA 40 lite.
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One of the Circle Cutters members has worked up a
great Control Line trainer and desires to share it with
others.

Larry Fruits of the Plymouth, Indiana, area brought
his Top Flite Score to the Michael Schmitt’s Windy
City Classic.

Here is a Kodak moment for Crist Rigotti and his
Protroma DC-powered model.

This shot captures Michael Schmitt handing out the
top Intermediate trophy to John Broughton at the
Windy City Classic.

Here is the entire entourage of the flyers at the Schaumburg based contest on the Memorial Day weekend in
May.

Wes Eakin preps his Brodak Legacy for a flight in
Advanced at the 2011 Nats in Muncie.
Greg Voumard and his lovely wife were captured at
the 2011 Brodak Fly In.

Ben Mills is shown with his new presented SIG
Skyray at the asphalt circle in Springfield, Missouri.

Charlie Reeves’ reprised Shark 45 is shown next to
Lew McFarland’s 1966 Shark.

Watt Moore is shown with a purchased Bill Skipper
AKROBAT stunt model which Watt and Allen
published in a 2011 summer edition of Flying
Models. William Davis found this prize in items being
sold at the Brodak Fly In 2011.

Bob “Sparky” Storick is shown to the right of Frank
McMillan and Richard Oliver at the 2011 Nationals in
Muncie, Indiana.

Mike McHenry and Roger Wildman take it easy at
the PAMPA banquet immediately after the Nats and
the flying of the Walker Cup on Saturday, July 9.
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Allen Goff gets a few “take it easy” pointers from Roger Wildman during
the Open and Advanced portion of the CLPA Nationals at the AMA site in
Muncie.

District VII
By John Paris
FLYIG SEASO is definitely upon us.
As I write this, our district’s biggest event,
the Sig CL Championships, has come and
gone, as have the AMA Nationals. I did
not receive any reports but did gather from
internet postings that things went about
the same as they normally do. At the Sig
meet, a storm blew through during part of
the first day, so things were held off until
the skies cleared.
I like to think of this as a good time to
catch up with people in the district while
we waited for the rain to subside. It also
appears that the wind blew again this year,
and a few airplanes fell victim to it.
There were also issues at the Nats with
winds early in the week and then dead air
at the end of the week. This, too, caused
problems for some of the pilots.
Coming up are still a few events that I
am aware of. There are two legs of the
Tour d’ Michigan left, as well as the
annual Signal Seeker’s Michigan CL
Championships, which will all have stunt
events.
Again, if there are events in our district
that you would like to see here, just drop
me a line and I will post information about
them.
As I monitored the boards for District
VII activity at different contests, I was
happy to see some information on people
who are well established in our district to
those who are newcomers.
Crist Rigotti has been out burning
electrons with good showings at some of
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The three Senior pilots are shown with their respective judges on Saturday, July 9 on
the “L” pad. Shown left to right and standing are: Les McDonald, Kent Tysor, Randi
Gifford, Ronnie Farmer and Peter Jackson. Kneeling are: Samuel Niebel (3rd),
Matthew Colan (2nd) and Ryan Young (1st in Advanced, 1st in Senior and received the
highest scoring Advanced pilot awards).

Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin
the local contests. He continues to refine
his pattern and his equipment, becoming
one of the leading electric experts in our
district.
Steve Hines and his daughter
Samantha, from the Grand Rapids, MI
area, popped up at Brodak’s and at the
Nats. They started appearing last year, and
I am glad to see that they are checking out
some of the other contests that are within
driving distance.
Steve mentioned that there were some
issues for their first Nats, but that much
was learned and next time around should
be much better. Bob McDonald made a
great showing over at Sig, as did Tom
Polk. Bob captured first place in both the
Expert and Classic categories, and Tom
nailed a second in Advanced.
Frank Carlisle was part of a Junkyard
Wars team at Brodak’s that made a few
firsts this year. I believe that their airplane
was the first to use a built-up wing design,
as well as the first to use a throttle via
Clancy Arnold’s U-Tronics controller. This
allowed for the first ever full lap taxi
during the event and even helped to make
for the first ever line cut during the mass
launch.
From what I understand, the airplane
was a little light on power, and things like
the extended taxi and line cut were
resultant actions and not intentional. Next
year should be more interesting.
Vince Bodde made it to the Nats again
this year and tried out his Legacy 40 in
Advanced. He made the top 20 cut his first

time out. Congratulations, Vince! Hang in
there and keep climbing the ladder.
Rumor from the Lansing, MI area is
that Terry Bentley is mastering inverted
flight and that the worms no longer flee in
fear as he arrives at the flying field.
I have seen that Wayne Willey has been
active on the internet boards and always
seems to have something being built. He
has been involved with Keith Sandberg on
a recent project that involves modifying a
T-Rex into a P-47.
This appears to be a popular
modification for this airplane. I think that
Wayne’s latest project was Keith’s
Challenger 15. Since now is the time to
fly, he may have tabled that project for
days when you want to be inside a little
more.
Michael and I were able to make the
contest here in Korea at the end of May
that was held at the Korean Air Force
Academy. In my 20-year absence a few
things have changed with respect to the
number of events flown for CL and the
location.
It was good to see that they still had
stunt and racing available, though. One
big difference between the US and Korea
is the age of the participants. For the first
time I felt like an old man at a model
airplane event. Most of the participants
were either from high school or college
clubs.
We ended up flying a modified pattern
to better match the flying abilities of the
participants, and my son Michael walked

The CL fliers at the 33rd Annual Space Challenge.

away with the gold. I dropped one of my
business cards to one of the college groups
that is close to where I work in the hopes
that we will have a chance to fly together
in the future.
I think that there will be a larger fun fly
put together later this year, as well, and I
hope to meet more CL people from Korea.

Michael flying the “unknown” pattern. Note the
paper in his hand.

Michael holding while I head out for my official.

Tents were already set up for the participants.

Many brought airplanes but usually only one or two
engines per school.

I think that this will do it for this time
around. Please send any news you may
have from the district for inclusion in
future columns. SN

Michael receiving his first place trophy from the school’s commandant, General Lee.
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District VIII
By Don Hutchinson

Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

HERE WE GO again! The Nats is just
over and there should be good coverage in
this issue, so about all I can add is
congratulations to all the District 8 fliers
who braved the elements and some tough
competition in Muncie this year.
Some had real good results and some a
bit less, but ya’ll were in the battle; that’s
what counts, and there’s always “next
year!” for a chance to do better. Also, a
great big thank-you to Linda Gleason and

Tom Niebuhr’s OTS Curtiss Swift.

bring to VSC next year. This is a
Nathan Rambo design which he
flew to 3rd place in Junior Stunt at
the 1949 Plymouth Internats.
The model was published in the
May, 1950, issue of MA and is
loosely based on the 1932 Curtiss

Shelly Gordon for their contribution as pit
bosses! Hope they were well recognized
for their efforts at the banquet.
The winds in Texas have finally eased
up some, but now it’s 100+ degrees out
there, so the incentive to hit the flying
field is tempered a bit. The answer? Stay
home and build!
Yes, even though the thermometer in
my garage shop reads about 105! Hard to
dope models when one drips sweat right
where the next brush stroke is going! I
have mentioned in the last two issues the
snags I had getting the T-Bird finished. It
still isn’t but I will get to that. I got
sidetracked!
Somehow I have acquired a large stock
of really nice sheet balsa, so, on a whim, I
decided to replace the war weary Yates
Dragon I have been flying in OTS since
1993. The Orwick .29 was also looking a
bit shabby, so I gave it a bit of attention,
too.
The result is a new Yates Madman and
a refreshed Orwick finished while the TBird sits in limbo. Unflown yet, but lighter
than the Dragon, the Yates Madman looks
promising. If not, at least it will look
good!
By now I am totally disgusted with the
T-Bird, so I got a can of Jasco paint
stripper and peeled the airframe back to
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bare wood. The stuff works
quite well and leaves the
wood looking like new, but
one just needs patience
while letting it do its stuff.
More on the Bird next time!
Tom iebuhr has been
working on an OTS Curtiss
Swift, which he plans to
The Madman, in the bones and
completed.

Swift Fighter. The model spans 47 inches,
is finished in Randolph, Brodak, and
Classic Aero dope. Power is a Veco .31
with a Champion VG2 glow plug and a
Froom spinner. Tom plans to submit a
detailed article on the model for
publication in a future issue of Stunt ews.
Since you are dealing with an old man
here, you are going to get old stuff in your
column. At the Dallas DASH contest I
picked up an old kit from our raffle. Now I
am looking through old printed matter to
try to date the kit.
In the process I ran across this! A 1943
Polk’s catalog contained the following:
“FIRECAT U-Control…The new
FIRECAT by American Jr. will soon be
added to the models available for UControl flying.” Could this be the same
airplane?
The first profile fuselage models I ever
saw were the Strato Trainer, which used an
upright engine, and the Over Easy, both
about 1946 or 1947. Anybody have any
further info on this early FIRECAT?
Got sidetracked there. The old kit is a
Victor Stanzel Tiger Shark and is reputed
to be the first control line kit made. Yep,
before the Fireball! It is controlled (?) by a

single “G” line.
This line is connected to
an approximately two-inch
long wire stub that sticks out
of the side of the fuselage
right at the firewall. The
flying technique was to use a
line about 35 to 50 feet long
and run it through an eightfoot long fishing pole and
lead the model up or down
by raising or lowering the tip
of the rod.
They were quite clever.
The model has a ground
adjustable elevator, and they
advise a bit of down for short
test flights so the model will
not quite get airborne, then tweak in up
until it flies. Later Stanzel models had a
stinger out toward the wing tip as a line
guide; this one does not!
I wonder how many people actually got
one of these to fly? The design is quite
good, typical of pre-WW II gas model
construction, but the wood supplied is
very heavy. The kit also contained about
three ounces each of glue and clear dope.
A neat nostalgia piece.
I do not plan to build it, but if someone

Nose detail on
the Madman.

would really like to create a historical
model, I am open to negotiate.
That’s all for this time, so I will just ease
out of here with congratulations again to
Ryan Young, 1st place Senior and
Advanced; Richard Oliver, 5th place Open;
and Mike Greb, 7th place Advanced. I have
yet to see OTS and classic results, so
apologies if any other high placers from
District 8 are neglected here.
No limerick this time. Next issue I will
PAMPArise the Carnation Milk jingle. SN

District IX

Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming

By Carl Shoup
I RECEIVED some letters from District
IX and a lot of photos, and I would like to
thank these people for the information. I
also had long conversation Ted Shafer
from Nebraska, and Gary Hetrick sent in
some photos of his airplane.

Here’s another very short note from Jim
Lee:
Hi Carl:
How about some pictures…!

Here’s a note I received from Wade
Pearson:
Hi Carl:
Attached are two photos of a Brodak
ARC Vector I converted to electric. Email
exchanges with Mike Palko were very
helpful in turning the Vector into a reliable
and very fun airplane to fly. I have been
experimenting with this airplane the past
two summers. The setup is fairly standard:

Hi Carl:
Here is my new OTS plane. I’ve worked
on it off and on for over a year. A couple
of planes were built in the time between.
It’s a Walter Umland kit, and I might add,
an excellent kit. All laser cut so all parts
fit quite well. So far it hasn’t been flown,
thanks to unusually hot and humid
weather. Here are the specs:
Wingspan: – 49 inches
Length: – 30 inches
Weight: - 32 ounces
Power - Fox .35

AXI 2826/10
45 Amp Castle Creations ESC
4-cell 4000 mAh battery
11x5.5 APC prop
63 foot .018 cable lines
Jim Lee with new his Go Devil at VSC this year.
Atwood Super Champion on spark for power. Silk
and Sig dope makes up the finish.

I am using a Kaz Minato timer. While
this timer is no longer in production, it is a
very good unit.
As a perpetual Intermediate class flier,
I still enjoy the sound and performance of
a good stunt engine; however, I have
found electric control line a new challenge
that will keep me interested in the hobby
for a long time to come.
—Wade Pearson
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John “Doc” Holliday with his King Sweep. (Sorry,
that is all the info I have. John didn’t have good luck
with this one…)

Thanks.
—Jim Lee
Gary Hetrick had a number of things to
write about:

I’d like to introduce a new member to
PAMPA. It’s Ted Shafer, who flew CL
many years ago with his father. Ted
spotted us flying one day while driving
past our flying site a few months ago and
was hooked once again.
He now has finished his plane, a Sig
Twister that he modified to resemble a
Mustang. He is currently flying an old
Super Clown (donated) and doing well,
plus his building skills are quite good, too.
He’s still getting dizzy; time will take care
of that.
The red plane is my design. I put a
question mark on it because I didn’t know
what to name it. The specs on it follow:
Wingspan: - 50 inches
Length: - 36 inches
Weight: - 37 ounces
Power: - Silver Fox .40

us with a two-way radio in case we needed
help with anything! There were more that
20 planes on display. Bob Furr and I gave
15 flying lessons, and after each flight I
presented the people with a certificate of
flight.
—Gary

Bob Furr giving a lesson.

Part of the pit area.

Wade Pierson holds while Jared Haynes prepares to
fly.

Scott Molk readies for flight.
More of the pit area.

Bob Furr explaining the finer points of CL.

I thought I’d send along a few notes about
our SAC Museum Fun-Fly. This year we
had pretty decent weather. Temperatures
were around 88 degrees with light winds
and a good turnout. The museum provided
lunch and all the pizza you could eat,
along with iced pop and water. The large
parking lot was roped off so we could fly
on as long of lines as we wanted.
My hat is off to the gentleman who is in
charge of the museum. He furnished us
with pop and water at the flying site and
would replenish it as needed. He also left

Dan Hilger looks on while Bob Furr prepares his ½A
trainer.

Dan Hilger waiting to hold for Ed Prohaska.
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Some kids waiting their turn on the handle.

Myself and three would be pilots.

And lastly, here’s a note from Steven Diaz
on “First Plane” Respect:
Hi Carl:
About two weeks ago I was out flying
and having a good old time with a friend
(Carl) and crashed my only plane. ot
that simple. Lately, I’ve been getting to be
a good flier, good enough to be able to fly
two feet above the ground. However cool

it may be, it’s stupid, reckless, and useless.
During one of my flights, I was flying
low and was in the middle of a figure 8
when my plane hit the ground. It is now in
ruins but will be rebuilt for the purpose of
hanging it on the wall. I was sad to say the
least, but proud at the same time. Sad
because that ship had a nostalgic quality to
it.
And the reason for that is that it is the
first plane I’ve ever made. Proud because it
got me through many years of flying and
competitions, and I also learned many
stunts on that plane. It was a piece of junk
but it was my piece of junk and I loved it.
I’m sure most of you have seen my plane in
previous magazines. For those of you who
haven’t, or can’t remember, it turned heads.
So what kind of plane could be so great
as to turn heads everywhere? Sorry to
disappoint, but just a plain straightforward
Ringmaster. Only, the color scheme is out
of the ordinary.
The color scheme is hot pink with purple
sun bursts on top and hot pink with purple
polka-dots on the bottom. In all my years of
flying, I’ve never seen another plane with
hot pink on it, so that’s what I chose.
Since my pink plane is being retired, I
started building another Ringmaster.
However many planes I build or fly, I will
always remember my first plane. My pink
Ringmaster will always have my “First
Plane” respect.
—Steven Diaz SN

Here is Steven Diaz working on his first Ringmaster.

Steven took the last two photos in Tucson.

Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii,
Nevada, Utah

District X
By Jim Hoffman

Reno-Sparks Control Line Group
The Reno-Sparks Control Liners Model
Airplane Club is a small Control Line
group in Nevada. John Donaldson wrote
me that and says, as far as he can tell, they
are the only Control Line club in Nevada.
Also, when they hold monthly meetings,
all of the PAMPA members in the state are
in attendance. All three of them!
Lanny Shorts is a club member, but
he’s from California, so he doesn’t count
as a Nevadan. Their newsletter, RaSCaLs,
is available by email. Contact John
Donaldson [johndracing@sbcglobal.net] if
you are interested.
Bob Palmer Contest–Whittier arrows
The Bob Palmer Contest was held on
May 21 and 22 at Whittier Narrows Park
in South El Monte, California. The
weather cooperated and the contest was
well supported by the fliers in Utah and
Arizona. I suspect that the flying portion
and contest results will be covered
elsewhere in Stunt ews.
Warren Walker and Joel Chesler, both
members of the local host club, the
Knights of the Round Circle, hosted social
events and fed us on Saturday and Sunday
evenings. I was able to attend both social
events and enjoyed myself thoroughly. I
can’t say enough nice things about the
superb hospitality we enjoyed at the
contest and at the extracurricular events.

Dave Sabon from Ramona, California, and his new P-47 on display at the Palmer contest. Hoffman photo.
Right: Ray Firkins of Bakersfield and
his Excalibur at the Palmer contest.
Hoffman photo.

Below: This Sabre Jet was seen at
the Palmer Contest. I did not record
the pilot’s name. Hoffman photo.

Edward Bzovy
Edward Bzovy of Southern
California passed away recently. Joel
Chesler sent me the following note:

Here’s Roger Kramer of Utah and his Nobler at the
KOTRC Palmer contest. Hoffman photo.

“Edward Bzovy ran Covina Hobbies
since the Golden Era of control line;
1954 to be exact. Most of the modelers
in Southern California simply referred
to his hobby shop as Ed’s Hobbies. Ed
was born on May 12, 1931, and is
survived by his wife Margaret and his
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Left: David Riggs of Prescott, Arizona, and his very cool Warden
Trophy Trainer at the Palmer contest. Hoffman photo.
Above: Andy Borgogna built this 1/2A-sized electric Pathfinder.
Hoffman photo.
Below: Dave Fitzgerald’s new Thunder Gazer as the paint dries
(Fitzgerald photo).

son Edward, who is now running the
Covina Hobby Shop in the way that most
of us remember the old hobby shops of the
past.
“Ed Sr. was originally an electrician
with Douglas Aircraft. He started building
and flying models in 1941 when he was
only 10 years old. He then went on to fly
full scale aircraft, such as the ubiquitous
Piper Cub. He had some success in model
contests in the 1960’s in California.
Ed designed and built a single-channel
radio that he called the Mustang. He also
developed a method to color butyrate
dope. Ed had always supported C/L
activities and was a very generous
supporter to contests run by the Knights of
the Round Circle.
“Any modeler who has not visited the
store on Citrus Ave. is in for a treat and
should not forget to examine the display
cases full of antique model aircraft
engines. Edward Bzovy passed away on
November 20, 2010, and he will be greatly
missed by our modeling community.”
Thunder Gazer Too
Dave Fitzgerald was kind enough to
send me photos of his latest building
effort, a new Thunder Gazer. I received
final photos the week of June 13, in
preparation for the Nats beginning July 6.
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It features
a PA .75
running on
an Eather
#9 pipe.
The wings
split at the
fuselage
for smaller
box
traveling. It
features
Dallas
Hanna wing hardware and was built in a
Robin’s View Productions Lost-Foam
fixture. No other changes from the original
Thunder Gazer are incorporated.
If you’d like to see photos of your
model or those of your pals published in
this column, just send me the photo.
My Excellent Adventure to the Brodak
Contest
Steve Holt of the Tucson Cholla
Choppers and I both made the trek to the
Brodak contest in rural southwestern
Pennsylvania. I thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to visit with a lot of old
friends and make some new ones. Steve
did himself proud in the Intermediate
category with a First Place in one event
and strong placings in the other events in

which he flew.
The Brodak Fly-In is held the week of
June 13 at the home of John Brodak and
features stunt, scale, racing, and combat
events. John Brodak’s backyard is a
beautiful piece of grass-covered property
which he opens for use as the contest site.
The flying site is a beautiful tree-lined
piece of real estate with rolling hills all
around. John has created six circles on the
site; one has a paved donut; the others are
grass, and most have a paved take-off
spot. He has leveled the surfaces enough
to be usable for model flying.
There is a beautiful area with grilling
facilities and nice shade trees nearby to the
flying circles. There are other areas where
motor homes and campers are parked.
Many people set up Easy-Up shade covers
near the circles and leave them up for the

duration of the contest, as is done at VSC. There is a crew of
Brodak staff on hand continuously keeping the site mowed,
clean, and attending to a myriad of duties that help things to
run smoothly. The weather was very cooperative and there
was no rain to speak of during the contest. I am told this is
often not the case.
The contest uses PAMPA classes for all stunt events
(OTS, Classic, and AMA Stunt). I noticed that all the classes,
including Intermediate, had 30+ entries! This is a very nice
state of affairs for the future of our event.
One of the highlights of the week was the Junk Yard
Wars event. I know this will be covered elsewhere, but I must
say that the ingenuity and showmanship demonstrated by the
contestants were both impressive and entertaining; hats off to
all participants. The Brodaks hosted a dinner for all
participants one evening. Another highlight was a tour of the
Brodak manufacturing facility available for the asking.
During the final awards ceremony John was honored
and surprised by being inducted into the Model Aviation Hall
of Fame. My personal thanks go out to John and Buzz
Brodak for hosting, Allan Brickhaus and Tom Hampshire for
serving as CD’s, and to Joe Reinhard for making the trek with
me and his assistance with travel logistics and a loaner
airplane for Classic. SN
Left: Steve Holt of Tucson and his Ringmaster at Brodak’s. (Hoffman
photo.)

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington
SUMMER and excellent flying weather
have finally arrived in the Northwest.
Since the Nats there have been a couple of
contests in the Northwest: the Western
Canada Stunt Championships held in
Richmond, BC, and the Dick Scobee
Memorial held for the second year in
Auburn, WA. Both events had almost
perfect weather. About the only complaint
was from the judges for having to move
frequently to adjust for the light breezes
that couldn’t decide where they would
blow from moment to moment.
In just a random observation, at both
contests there were several models flown
that were built by just one other contestant
who didn’t fly himself. At Richmond a
couple of Keith Varley-built models were
flown by other pilots, and at Auburn, three
Mike Haverly-built models were flown by
other contestants. At both contests, neither
Varley nor Haverly flew their newly-built
electric models. Keith did manage to get
his electric model ready for the Auburn
contest, where he placed first in Advanced
with the E-Sultan. When Alan Resinger
placed first in Expert at Auburn, it was a
Canadian sweep in PA.
In Classic, Pete Peterson took first at
both the Auburn and Richmond contests.

District XI
By Bruce Hunt

Above: Pete
Peterson flies
his newly
finished Caprice
in Classic at
Richmond, BC.
Left: Joe Yau’s
Pathfinder was
one of a couple
of Keith Varley
models that
were flown by
others at
Richmond.
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Neil Rodger’s SV-11 was flown to a First Place in Advanced at Richmond.

Dan Rutherford volunteers an opinion to an
interested onlooker. Dan’s third-generation,
miniature Impact is in the foreground.

Another of Keith Varley’s models. This one was flown by Dave McCheyne at Richmond.

Pete Peterson outscored Dan Rutherford in
the Auburn Old Time event. Dan
Rutherford scored well in the Profile
event, taking first at Auburn and second
behind Dave McCheyne at Richmond.
As always, you can get an excellent
report on everything going on in the
Northwest by checking out the news on
the website: http://flyinglines.org/. SN

A view of the Richmond flight line. Alan Resinger’s Gypsy, at the front, flies clockwise.

Pete Peterson’s beautifully finished Caprice was flown in Classic.

Chris Cox dusts off his Saturn with a win in Expert at Richmond.

Joe Dill brought his pristine Talon recreation to the Auburn contest. This
model has hung on the wall ever since Joe completed it for no reason other
than it is too pretty to fly.
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Bob Emmett starts his Jamison Special in Old Time
at Auburn. Pete Peterson is holding.

Rex Abbott shows off his profile version of the
Strathmore Detroit Stunter.

Rich Cochrun placed third in profile at Auburn with
his version of a profile Impact.

Keith Varley displays his E-Sultan that flew to first
place in Advanced at Auburn.

Rod Claus starts his Mike Haverly built Oriental Plus
at Auburn.

Bob Emmett takes off for an official flight in
Advanced at Auburn. Bob Parker assists.

Another of Mike Haverly-built models, a Shrike, is
flown by Peter Ferguson at Albany. Peter was
instrumental in acquiring the Auburn Airport flying
site for contests and local club flying.

Randy Powell placed third in Expert at Auburn with
his Something Drastic.

Pete Peterson flew his newly finished Saturn to a
second-place finish in Expert at Auburn.
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Contests
Atlanta Stunt Meet 2011 May14-15
Marietta, GA Lockheed Parking Lot
Old Time
Roy Tranthem
LeRoy Polk
Ty Marcucci
Judges:

Beginner – o Entries
Humongous
Jamison
Barnstormer
Tom Dixon

DS54
Brodak 40
L&J Fox35
Dale Barry

234.25
159.0
121.25

ostalgia (81 Cutoff)
John Simpson
Cavalier
AT36
Steve Fitton
Nakke
DS50
Bob Dixon
Nobler
Fox35
Roy Tranthem
Chizler
DS54
Jim Catevenis
Oriental
DS40
Tom Morris
Cavalienr
AT36
Judges: Richard Schneider Bill Gruber

521
508
507.5
481.5
369
284.5

Profile
Tom Weedman
Tom Morris
Jim Catevenis
Ty Marcucci
Leroy Polk
Judges:

493
465
417
362.5
329.5

F-51
Cavalier-Prof
Cardinal
Trophy Trainer
YAK54
Richarf Scheider

OS45FSR
AT36
LA46
LA46
LA46
Bill Gruber

Intermediate
Ty Marcucci
Jim Catevenis

Forerunner
Cardinal

Advanced
Ronnie Thompson Dreadnought
David Shad
Prof Vector
Expert
Derek Barry
Steve Fitton
Roy Trantham
Tom Weedman

Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Chizler
Mod Time
Machine
William Davis
SV11
Int, Adv & Exp Judges:
Tabulation/Registration:
CD:
Weather:
No Appearance Points or BOM

LA46
392
Dixon LA46 379.5

PA65
DS50

429
52

PA65
PA61
DS54

536.5
507.5
491.5

PA65
487
Lay ST60
454.4
Bill Gruber
Ron Farmer
LeRoy Polk, Richard Schneider.
Tom Dixon
15-20 MPH wind both days

Golden Oldies Contest
April 8,9 & 10, 2011 at the Field of Dreams flying site
St. Augustine, FL. Hosted by the X47 Flyers
Old-Time Judges Tom Weedman Lynn Weedman
1) Tom Dixon 283.5 294 52 Nobler DS40BB UltraCoat
Luster coat
2) Roy Trantham 292 260 Humongous DS54 AUTO PAINT
3) Gene Martine 239.5 254.5 All American Fox 35 Sig dope
4) Bob Whitney 246 252 Big Job ST60 Auto paint
5) LeRoy Polk 155 220.5 Jamison Brodak40 dope
6) Dennis Toth 202.5 211 Stuka Electric Mono coat
7) Don Sopka 152.5 141 52 Nobler OSFP 40 Monocoat
Classic Judges Tom Weedman Lynn Weedman
1) Tom Dixon 512.5 506.5 52 Nobler DS40BB Ultacoat
Lustercoat
2) Gene Martine 481 467.5 Lark Areo Tiger 36 Sig Dope
3) Roy Trantham 467 pass Humongous DS54 Auto paint
4) Dennis Toth 426 413.5 Stuka eletric Monocoat
5) Don Sopka 340 349 52 nobler OSFP 40 Monocoat
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-30 Judges Tom Weedman Lynn Weedman
) Tom Dixon 523 pass 52 Nobler DS40BB Ultracoat Lustercoat
2) Gene Martine 480.5 480.5 Lark Aero tiger 36 Sig dope
3) Roy Trantham Humongous DS54 Auto paint
4) Phillip Brown pass 260 Sig Mustang KB 45 paint
Warbird Stunt Judges Don Thiebalt Gene Martine
1) Tom Weedman 465.5 476 P51 Mustang OS 45FSR Sig Dope
2) Dennis Toth 419 453 Stuka Electric Monocoat
3) T J Weedman 407 415 Hellcat Brodak 40 Sig Dope
4) Phillip Brown 293 371.5 PT19 ST46 Paint
5) John Rewis 87 pass P40 Brodak40 Brodak Dope
BI SLOB Judges Tom Weedman Dennis Toth
1) Doug Morris 897 881 Fox35
2) Tim Strange 804 891 Fox 36 bypass
3) Frank Boardman 834 856.5 Fox35
4) Lynn Weedman 815 829 Fox35

Appearance Point
THIS IS the second Jester I’ve built. The first was a great
airplane and I really liked its handling. It was unfortunately
heavy, around 73 ounces. It’s a big plane, over 700 square inches
and has lots of power with the PA 75. I don’t typically like to
reprise a design; this was the exception. I felt I could do a better
job on the finish weight and set to building. It was successful, as
this model weighs in at 69 ounces, for a four-ounce saving. I
didn’t need to add weight to the airplane to get it to balance
properly; it was spot on when finished.
Jester was designed with several parameters that I felt were
important. I like the look of the turn with a long tail. The Jester is
20 inches hinge to hinge. This also requires less control
deflection to create the same turn force, and I feel the turn stops
better. I wanted stationary tips as I believe the wing doesn’t move
as much in the roll axis with these.
The cockpit is detailed with a pilot as I felt there were some

additional points to be won with little extra effort. It needed to be
fully take apart and I really like having a one piece wing. The
small sacrifice in weight is worth the accessibility to the controls
and maintenance of the airframe. It’s also much easier to finish.
For me the model needed to be easy to fly well. I don’t get much
practice; I flew 51 flights in 2010 and 100 flights so far this year.
Jester is that airplane for me. Our personalities get along and we
respond well to each other. That is not to say the airplane is good
for everyone.
My good friends Jim Aron and Phil Granderson have coached
me through the finishing process and I’m happy with the results
I’m getting. The post paint procedure is one that is not well
known. I hope to produce an article that will address the
procedures I used as taught to me by my mentors.
Jester uses a “humpty” gear that Howard Rush was producing
for awhile. This feature makes the model difficult for anyone else

Bruce
Perry’s
Jester
Specifications:
Model name: Jester
Designer: Bruce Perry
Construction type: Foam wing, take
apart (Walker style), molded bottom
block, cowling, turtle deck, Geodetic
formers in the fuse.
Wingspan: 62 inches.
Moment arms: Nose moment 9.5
inches, tail moment 20 inches, overall
length 48 inches.
Weight dry: 69 ounces.
Power package: PA 75, Aero Products’
Aero Pipe, 8 ounce Sullivan RST 8 squishy
tank hard plumbed uniflow. Launches at
9300 and delivers a 5.3 lap.
Propeller: 13.5 x 4.5 Bolly 3-Blade.
Finish: Substrate of dope, colours are dope,
acrylic lacquer, Charizma (auto paint) top
coat is PPG global systems clear.
Line length: 66 feet by .018 braided cable
on a Kaz Minato hard point handle.
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Right: Right: The Jester is
a fairly high-aspect-ratio
design that features a
removable foam wing. It
weighs in at 69 ounces
and mounts a PA 75
engine with an Aero
Products’ carbon fiber
tuned pipe.
Inset: The entire ship is
flowed and blended in to
perfection. Note the 13.5
x 4.5 Bolly three-blade
prop.

to
build
as the
gear may
not be available.
I did not redesign it for
conventional, flat section, gear as I doubt I will build another one.
Don’t get me wrong I really like it and I have two that fly really
well.
The Control system consists of a Dan Winship bellcrank, and
homemade horns. I use an arrow shaft with one ball link and one
clevis. There are flexible leadouts and I use a homemade lead out
guide.
The wing cores were cut using my Feather Cut system. The
cores were sheeted using a vacuum bag, and then cored out. Each
panel weighed just less than four ounces with leading edges and
trailing edges. Finishing foam is easier for me and handling is
more robust.
The flying characteristics are sensational. There’s good line
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tension everywhere and
this model can snap a
corner and still exit
cleanly. In its current
trim the rounds are
smooth and it will
track a straight line
with little effort.
Inverted laps are
relaxing and stable. I
must say the
Hourglass is my
favorite maneuver to
fly with this plane.
The lines track straight
and the #4 corner gets
lots of points. I use the
“Georgia” tune-up with the
PA 75. I run 5% nitro at home
at 2,300 feet ASL with density alt
to 4,600 feet.
At the Nats I bumped to 7.5% nitro
with no change to the prop or other trim settings.
It’s Randy’s pipe set at 19 inches and launching at 9,300 rpm, it
flies a 5.3 second lap. I use Bolly and Mezjlik props, usually 13.5
to 14 at 4.5 inches of pitch. I like a deep four stroke with slight
breaks at the tops of things. The wind setup is very similar with
slightly more pitch, and slightly richer setting. The daily setup
will fly deep into the wind envelope with no trouble. Jester is a
big plane and line tension can be “sensational” in the wind. I’m
physically capable of still providing smooth input at that tension,
which is why Jester’s personality and mine get along.
Would I recommend Jester to everyone? No, but some might
like it. Is this the best airplane? Maybe not, but I really like it.
Am I an aerodynamicist? No, but this worked for me!
—Bruce Perry

Top left: Okay, this shot
really doesn’t require a
caption… It does show
the extreme attention to
small details that add up
to a superior ship.
Top right: More details.
Note the neat and
conservative instrument
panel and the fit and flow
of the canopy.
Bottom right: Every
element of the paint trim
augments the Jester
theme. This is the type of
ship that you go to the
Nats to see!

Back cover: Back cover: Bruce received the ultimate compliment from
his fellow competitors, as they voted his Jester as the best appearing
model at the Nats. He is shown in the inset photo with his Concours
award. The PA 75 just might be able to swing that blade!

